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The presence of a child with continuing care needs, speciai needs, disability and 

chronic illness effects ali family members, particularly the other siblings. Research 

undertaken over the last 30 years demonstrates that these siblings are more likely to 

expenence potentially severe psychosocial, exnotional, behavioural and psychiatrie 

difficulties. 

Children living with a sibling's continuing care needs are also at risk for 

adjustment and developmental diaculties. Coping with the symptomatic behaviours of 

their brother or sister, and the family and individual dimiptions that the demands of the 

continuing care needs child may cause, requires many skiils. The adaptation the family 

achieves will affect al1 siblings and every member's personal and social development. It 

is the contention of this practicum that intervention on behalf of the well siblings c m  

maximize the positive effects of living with an child with special needs while minimuuig 

the difficulties that disrupt family equilibrium. 

The purpose of this practicum is two-fold: to provide an oppominity for the 

student to explore the role of a clinical social worker in facilitating the ongoing process of 

coping and adaptation in the siblings of children with continuing care needs and more 

peripherally, their parents; and to develop assessrnent and intervention skills in the area 

of group play therapy with a "Sibcircle". This project is built upon a strengths 

perspective. An ïntegrated model of play therapy is used, with a humanistic and 

behavioural theoretical base. Feedback mechanisms provide valuable information about 

the impact of clinical social work involvement on well-siblings. 

This intervention model wiil illuminate the process of coping via a social support 

group for well-siblings of children with continuhg care needs. It will also aid in planning 

and implementing appropriate treatment sûategies for continuhg care children, their 

siblings and the family as a whole. 
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I) Introduction 

Living with a chiid with continuing care needs affects al1 family members, most 

pariicularly other children in the family. Limited research undertaken over the last thirty 

yean identifies an increased nsk within the population of siblings of continuing care 

children. Such siblings seem to have a -ter occurrence of adjustment, development 

and severe psychosocid, emotional, behavioural and psychiatric difficdties. 

These siblings must cope with the symptomatic behaviours of their brother or 

sister, and the famiiy and individual demands that rnay result Common family stresses 

rnay include strallied family relationships, financial difficulties, impaired physical and 

mental health, stigma, and overall household disruptions. Intervention on behalf of the 

well siblings can maximize the positive effect of living with a child with continuing care 

needs, while minimizing the difficulties that dimipt farnily equili brium. 

A great deal of research bas examined the subject of children who live with a 

chronic illness/disability andlor continuing care. (For the purpose of this practicum, the 

term 'children with continuing care needs' will k used to encompass the tenns disability, 

speciai needs, chronic illness and impairments).' In contrast, there has been little 

investigation conceming the needs of these children's siblings. 

It has been established that a child's disability has a significant impact on parents 

so it is not a surprise to leam that this difficulty will also affect siblings who live at home 
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with the child. From the beginning of my vocational path 1 have always known that 1 

would like to work in the area of child therapy. While working in the area of child 

protection in Washington State, 1 developed my interest in siblings of children with 

specid needs. In my pre-mastea' placement at the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment 

Centre (MATC), 1 used my practicum experience to leam more about siblings of children 

in families that have a child with continuhg care needs (CCN)- At MATC, I observed a 

sibling group that gathered weekly to talk about the social and emotional experiences of 

living with a sibling who had continuing care needs. 

My goal in undertaking this practicum project is to: increase my knowledge of 

support play therapy interventions with siblings of children with a disability; to 

understand the psychological needs of siblings of children with a CCN; to gain an 

awareness of the issues that challenge or block adjustment and adaptation to a family's 

situation and; to develop clinical skills in work with children. 

A "Sibcircle" group was deveioped for Iatency boys and girls, aged 7-9, who have 

a sibling with continuing care needs to meet these practicum goals. The group was 

designed to be a social, discussion/activity-based, supportive play therapy group, based 

upon the particular developmentai needs of this age group. A portion of the intervention 

including interaction with the parents. The "Siôcircle" took place at the Society for 

Manitobans with Disabilities. 



The goais of Sibcircle were: to build a feeling of camaraderie and fiiendship 

between the group members; to provide siblings with an opportunity to share common 

joys and concems with other siblings; to give siblings an opportunity to learn how other 

children handle situations wmrnonly experienced by siblings of children with continuing 

care needs; and to provide the gmup members with an opportunïty to leam more about 

their sister's/'brother's disability as well as other disabilities. 

My personal learning objectives were: to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

the impact of childhood continuing care needs on siblings through a review of the 

literature and practicum experience; to expand and refme assessrnent and intervention 

skills in a group play therapy situation; to develop an understanding and knowledge base 

regarding effective emotional supports to the siblings of a child with continuing care 

needs; to utilize a strengths approach in exploring the role of the ciinical social worker 

with these children and their families; to explore the usefulness of an integrated play 

therapeutic approach and; to develop an ability to work effe&vely within an active 

community-based cross-disability agency. 
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Il) Literature Review 

. - . * 
act of m a n ?  NeePrpn Sibhgs 

The literature reviewed included research fiom the areas of social work, 

education, sociology, psychology, nursing? psychiatry and medicine between the years 

1987 and 1997. Many of the studies were medically oriented and this is reflected in the 

terminology used throughout the literature review. The siblings of children with special 

needs have received Iittle attention nom clinicai investigators (Rolii~s, 1990; McKeever, 

1982). Nevertheless, the literature reviewed pointed to the need to explore the differential 

impact on individual family members and subsystems. Most of the Iiterature indicated 

that the healthy siblings can be dramatically affected by the condition of their brother or 

sister (Derouin & Jessee, 1996; Ahmaan, 1997). It bas k e n  found that siblings fear 

becoming contaminated with the illness and feel guilty about having caused their 

sibling's illness (Williams, 1997). Siblings of children with senous conditions (such as 

cystic fibrosis, diabetes and gastrointestinal disease) have k e n  found to be more inhibited 

and withdrawn than children in control groups (O'Connor, 199 1 ; Rollins, 1990; Simon, 

1993). 

A few theorists have recentiy speculated that these siblings bear the greatest 

burden of stress since they receive less acknowledgement and support fmm the 

community, and must also cope with the special attention given to the unwell child 

(Williams, 1 997; Harding, 1 996). ui addition, siblings experience anxiety irnposed by the 

illness such as the fear of the child m g  (Meyer & Vadosy, 1996; Ross-Aalaomolki, 
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1995). It is suggested that thes  emotions stem, at lem partly, nom the intensified 

relationship between the continuhg care needs child and hisher parents (Derouin & 

Jessee, 1996). Kahn & Lewis (1988) concluded that, of al1 family members, the siblings 

bear the greatest burden of stress. They noted that, due to the demands of special needs, 

siblings are handicapped in the race for parents' attention and affection. Harding (1996) 

found that sibiings are l e s  djusted and in greater need of social suppoh Kahn & Lewis 

(1988) and Harding (1996) concluded that siblings live through the experience with the 

same intensity as the patient and pointed out that they will also live the loogest with 

memones and concems associated with their brother or sister's disability. 

Most studies report that the siblings of children with chronic health problems are 

more likely to experience adjustment or behavioural problems than their peers 

(Newacheck & Taylor, 1992; Faux, 1993; Sloper & While, 1996; Carter, Urey & Eid, 

1 992; Haverman & Eiser, 1994; Janus & Goldberg, 1995). A healthy sibling's 

adjustment difficdties may be subtle or very obvious. Signs may include: a change in 

mood or socialization, such as, social isolation and withdrawai; academic problems; 

negative self-image and high anxiety leveis; somatic problems such as sleep disturbances 

and appetite problems; a pre-occupation with their own health; concem about the cause 

and visibility of their sibling's illness and; an identification with the illness themselves 

(Moyer, 1997; Miller, 1 996). 

While research emphasizes the negative impact of the ilhess or disabiiîty, some 

positive impacts have k e n  obswed. For example, Derouin & Jessee (1996) and 
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Havermans & Eiser (1994) report that siblings of cancer victims are more likely to 

display compassion, tolerance and empathy to patients. 

Children's reactions to stress are influenced by the coping responses of their 

socid support networks, especiaily their parents (Ray & Ritchie, 1993; Cobb, 1956)- The 

family provides the context within which the child's adjustment processes take place, and 

is the essential source of love, support and soeialization (Drotar, 1997; Sloper & While, 

1996; Boss, 1988; Taylor, 1980) . This well established understanding of the family role 

substantiates the need to nurture and uphold the family in order to assist the child with 

special needs and help the healthy sibling to adjust to the situation (Powell & Ogle, 1985; 

Roeyers & Mycke, 1985). 

Parental efforts in obtaining sources of social support for the family are important 

in managing the emotional and instrumental demands of living with chronic illness 

(Lubkin, 1998; Williams, 1997; Carter, Urey & Eid, 19%). 

. . . . J'he Inipact of a Child s Co- Care Needs on Families - 9 

Two themes emerge nom the existing lïterature addressing the effects of 

children's continuing Gare needs on their famil ies. First, the presence of a continuing care 

needs child represents stressful life events for al1 family membm, including siblings 

(Lezar & Maldondo, 1997; Faux, 1993; Lobato, Faust & Spirits, 1988). Second, the 

degree to which the family is affected by stress is related to such factors as social supports 

and previous coping experiences (Carpenter & Levant, 1993; Keecher, 1986; Cohen, 

Friedrich, Jaworski, Copeland & Pendergrass, 1994). 
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Technological advances in medicine have shifled the management of CCN onto 

the family (Coyne, 1997; Newacheck & Taylor, 1992). Families with a child with 

continuing care needs rnust invariably deal with a complex new set of demands. These 

may include transporting the chîid tu reguiar clinic appointments, earrying out home 

treatments, and dealing with the emotional strains associated with ûalancing the attention 

paid to the child with special needs with other family members' need for support (Gallo 

& Brietmayer, 1 99 1). 

The documentation of clinical experience has been helpful in identifjing those 

aspects of family hctioning typically afliected by the presence of a child with CCN. 

These include role strains and shifts, changes in extra familial and intra familial 

communication patterns (Cohen et al, 1994), altered family alliances including parent- 

child re-adjustments and re-adjustment in the marital dyad, loss of confidence in 

parenting skills, and disparate disciplinary practices for the CCN child versus the well 

siblings (Gallo & Brietmayer, 199 1 ; Carter, Urey & Eid, 1 992). 

WhiIe noting that demands and stresses will Vary between families, the literature 

does identiQ those moa frequently experienced by families having a child with 

continuing care needs. These are: acceptance of, and adherence to, a meàicai and 

treatment regimen; adjustment to the loss of normality; an ongoing unpredictability about 

the child's health and reactions of siblings; and the dynamic psychosocial adjustment of 
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the family members (McCubbin & Figley, 1992; Keecher, 1986; Sourkes, 1977; Kidder, 

1 998). 

s Social S w r t  Svstm 

The ability to interact successfid with others is essential for the development and 

maintenance of social support systems (Coyne, 1997; Betz, Unger, Test & Smith, 1990). 

The aclmowledgement of the need for social supports has occurred simdtaneously with a 

groowing awareness within the mental health profession that the psychologicd ne& of 

siblings of children with continuing care needs are less adequately met than those of other 

farnily members (Rittenberg, 1995; Fanos & Weiner, 1994). The adjustment difficulties 

that the "well" sibling may experience may deter healthy successful individual 

development and adaptation, and have an impact on theu family's ability to cope 

(Momson, 1997; Stawski, Auerbach, Barasch, Lemer & Zimin, 1997). 

Lubkin (1998) emphasizes that most families' regular routines will experience 

disruption when they have a child with CCN. Chronic conditions will also dismpt family 

routine (Lubkin, 1998). Some siblings need emotional support in adjusting to the CCN, 

especiaily if the situation requim separation h m  family members, andlor a marked 

change in farnily routine (Morrison, 1997). In addition, the healthy sibling's self-esteem 

can sufTer as they feel unimportant to signincant others. Ofien, al1 parenial attention is 

focused on the CCN child and the other children in the family may be deprived of 

attention (Evans, 1992). As a result, the other children can feel isolated fiom the parent- 

CCN child dyad. These fdings may cause long temi problems if children do not receive 
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adequate emotional support to help them understand their feelings (Carter, Urey & Eid, 

1 992). 

The literature also addresses the importance of social supports in reducing the 

psychosocial distress related to the intense stressors of serious long terni CCN (Williams, 

et al., 1997; Harding, 1996; Ross-Aalaomokï et al., 1995; Carpenter & Levant, 1993). 

Social support provides a potentidy protective element in dealing with the effects of 

stressfbl events, and improves psychosocial adaptation. Heahhy siblings require 

intervention and support by social work clinicians, their parents, and other children in the 

group, in order to adjust to the changes in their lives that result fiom a brother or sister's 

CCN (Moyer, 1997). 

The literature reviewed emphasizes the value of the emotional support offered 

within a play therapy sibfing support group (Landreth, 1982; O'Connor & Braverman, 

1997). Benefits cited include: the promotion of an acceptance and understanding of 

emotions (Hunter, 1993); a feeling of camaraderie (Ahmann, 1997; Johnson, 1990); the 

provision of empathy, encouragement, understanding, caring, love and trust in an 

environment that facilitates adjutment (Axline, 1955; Davies, 1994); and the 

enhancement of family coping and harmony (Hahn, 1987). 

A number of sources note that the activation of a rich network of support helps 

families by providing instrumental assistance, information, allowing emotional catharsis, 

decreasing stress and ducing isolation (Coyne, 1997; Betz, Unger, Test & Smith, 1990; 

Craft, 1993; Gallo, Breitmayer, Knafl& Zoeller, 1993). Given this, the availability of a 
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supportive social network appears to be an essential ingredient in effectively coming to 

terms with a CCN child and family. 

The literature strongly emphasizes that social supports and intemal coping 

mechanisms are closely Iinked and may be viewed as complementary. Sources stress that 

work with families having a child witb continuing care needs should attend to ski11 

building and prob1em solviag with regard to both intemal family coping and extemal 

resource building. (Rose & Edleson, 1987; Gallo et al., 1993; Cohen, Friedrich, Jawonki, 

Copeland & Pendergrass, 1994). Sheafer, Horejsi & Horejsi (1987) suggest that group 

program interventions are effective ways to provide family membea with the opportunity 

to develop the communication skills they require in order to mobilize these resources. 

The literature reviewed crossed disciplines and included diverse areas of research. 

While this multi-disciplinary approach may have downplayed the distinct ciifferences in 

perspective which are characteristic of particular disciplines, it has provided a richer, 

multi-dimensional understanding of this population. A commitment to multi-discipiinary 

work, to integrating various perspectives while expanding the professionds range of 

vision is one of social work's most important contributions to the helping field (Weik, 

Rapp, Sullivan & Kishardt, 1989). 

The literature reviewed noted thai research methodologies utilized in m a q  midies 

focusing on this population makes direct cornparisons difficult. Shortcomlligs cited 

include: a lack of control groups, broad variation in sibling ages, the use of third part. 
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reports (observations of parents and health professionals), sample size, less than rigorom 

designs and the use of cross-sectional sampling techniques. All of these make it dificuit 

to make generalizations about the effects of a chiid's CCN on siblings (Williams, 1997; 

Williams etal., 1997; Faux, 1993). 

Nevertheless, despite these weaknesses, an overview of the available literature 

strongly suggests that siblings of children with wntinuing care needs are a population at 

risk. (Williams, 1997; Faux, 1993; Morrison, 1997; Murray, 1 993, In summary, the 

literature indicates that, regardless of the specific nature of a child's CCN, they do alter 

the quality and quantity of intra- and extra f e l i a l  communication (Mailick & Vigilante, 

1997; Boss, 1988; McCubbin & Figley, 1992). Studies aiso note the important role that 

social supports play in ameliorating the impact of stress on families living with a child 

with coniinuing care needs (Murray, 1995; Williams et al, 1997). 

An analysis of available literature indicated that there is no central theory 

dedicated to the examination of sibling relationships in families where a child has CCN. 

Although several interesting and complementary themes were apparent, no clear 

cumulative framework emerged and fundamental contradictions remain. hterestingly, 

the reciprocal nature of the sibling reiationship is rarely mentioned (Fanos Br Weiner, 

1994). 

A review of studies addressing this topic strongly suggests that, in order to obtain 

usefid generalizable &ta about the siblings of children with CCN, more interdisciplinary 

research would be beneficial and that theory construction derived fiom ernpiricai data 

based on common, operationallydefined concepts is necessary- Other issues that have 
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emerged to date suggest that: Cross-sectionai research overlooks developmental aspects 

inherent in any interpersonal relationship; the one-shot intenriew technique andor 

questionnaire may not yield valid rrspo~lses; and focushg only on either the sibling or 

the child with continuing care needs ignores the bi-directionality of a the sibling dyad 

(Rubin & Babbie, 1993; Bloom, Fischer & Orme, 1995). 

An examination of the literature strongiy suggests that little has been documented 

about the strengths and resiliency that keeps parents and children fhctioning relatively 

well within the family group. This is an area of emerging interest in approaches focused 

on building ont0 existing family strengths (Bernard, 1995). Existing work suggests 

siblings of children with continuing care needs can develop long-term coping and 

adaptive styles that wiii be beneficial to family heaith, and the provision of sibling 

support can be a mechanism for enhaacing coping and adaptive styles to high risk 

children. Given this, sibling groups have the potentiai to be a valuable part of 

programming in family-centred are.  

Fram 
. . 

ework - Me-1 Window 

Findings fkom the literature point to the nature of the fiamework within which 

social work practice should mur. A key finding has been that families need less help in 

correcting dyshctional patterns, and more help in promoting their abilities to cope with 

stress, to problem-solve, and to mobilize imer and extemai resources (Thte, 1997). 

The Double ABC-X Mode1 of Family Stress and Adaptation operates within this 

perspective (Carpenter & Levant, 1993). This mode1 was develojxd to explain family 
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variability in responding to ongoing stress, and provides a way of viewing farnily efforts 

to adapt to multiple stressors over t h e .  This mode1 is built on the premise bat, the 

ability of the f z z l y  to cope effectively depends upon the interaction of the followhg: the 

stressor (the precipitating event); the family's perceptions of this stressor; and the 

family's existing resources (the psychological, social, material characteristics of the 

individual, family and commmïty). 

Carpenter & Levant (1993) comment that the cntical factor determinhg 

vulnerability or resilience to risk is not the risk itself but rather the relationship between 

the risk and the person in ternis of the genetic makeup, hidher past history, and individual 

characteristics. Rose & Edelson (1987) share this viewpoint, arguing that effective 

coping in children with continuing care needs depends upon their personal levels of 

vulnerability and support or non-support within their environment. 

Professionals need to develop opportunities to maintain contact with resilient 

families (those who have the capacity to recoil fkom pressure or shock, relatively 

mdamaged) in order to leam more about what enables them to cope effectively in 

stressfd situations. Rose & Edelson (1 987) ernphasize that even families who hc t ion  

effectively require support, information and guidance in order to maintain their adaptive 

strategies. 

As the social work profession's understanding of this population continues to 

evolve, there is a growing cornmitment to approaches that focus on adaptation and 

building upon existing family strengths. Based upon this understanding, appropriate 

supports and services to be provided by a clinical social worker would include the 
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provision of assistance to families in identifjbg and accessing services and resources 

available in their cornmunity, and a family-centred approach that builds upon available 

strengths and resources. This approach departs fkom the advice giving directed at 

behavioural management that has been cornmon to social work practice in the past 

(Murray, 1 995; Bernard, 199 1 ; Taylor, 1 980). 

The strengths perspective asks the social worker to be guided "fint and foremost 

by a profound awareness and respect for the client's positive attributes and abilities, 

talents, and resources and aspirations" (Taylor, 1980). This view presumes that dl 

individuals and groups have untapped reserves of capacity, energy, courage, fortitude and 

other assets. If these strengths are recognized and used in the change process, they 

elevate the client's motivation and potential for positive change. Strengths aren't thought 

to represent symptorns of underlying pathology, and there may be no need for a clinical 

diagnosis (Saleebey, 1997; Weik, Rapp, Sullivan, & ~isthardt, 1 989). 

This perspective views clients as true experts on their situations and perceives the 

clhician's role as primarily that of a facilitator. Clinicians working within this 

fmmework believe that it is important to counterbalance the popular preoccupation with 

client problems, pathoiogy and deficits that are inherent in many practice theorie~, models 

and seMce delivery systems w d  by social workers (Rabbins, Chathe rjee & CaaQ 

1998). 
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A humanistic k e w o r k  onented toward explaining the maintenance of healthy 

personalities will also underpin the project. A number of theoretical approaches appear 

instructive for this project. 

It is difficult to understand the term 'play therapy' without first placing the word 

'play' into a relevant context. There is no singular comprehensive definition of the word. 

Boyd (1 934) saw play as a saciai discipline, because it provides a "constructive use of 

po tentialities" @.47), and offers children uniquely varied and intensive experiences. S he 

conceived of play as a psychological and spontaneous activity, as an end unto itself. 

In a shared play activity there is an exchange of reactions between children which 

provides a base for understanding oneself and othen. Thus, organized play activities are 

a sensitive means of creating constructive expression (Schickendanz et al., IWO). Play 

activities carrïed on in groups stimulate empathy, emulation, effort, cornpetition, 

cooperation and purpose (Boyd, 1934). Play has countless forms and content, beginning 

in infancy and evolving and changing as the child develops and matures (Schickendanz et 

al., 1990). Boyd's apt description of play is that it allows one '90 transport oneself 

psychologically into an imaginatively set up situation and to act consistently within it, 

sirnply for the innuisic satisfaction one has in playing" (1 934, p.79). 
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Playing is an integral part of the latency child's life. They enjoy active games and 

physical activities such as bicycle riding, playing bal1 and team sports, as well as jokes, 

nddles, theatrical productions, reading, and hobbies. A child of this age d l y  prefea to 

play with other children rather than aione (Gazda, 1989). Children can play harmoniously 

for long periods of time without aduit input, Wdance or intervention, The younger 

latency -aged child still Loves role-playing, such as playing house, playing school, going 

off on fantasy adventures, and pretend play with d e d  animals and toys (Schickendanz 

et al., 1990)- 

Play is generally thought of as a fun and pleasurable activity, yet a lot of what 

children do in play therapy, such as replaying a disturbing scenario innumerable Urnes, 

cannot be considered as either pleasurable or fun. The literatwe on play reveals certain 

elements as descripton of play behaviours (Boyd, 1960). These particular elements are 

consistent with the literature describing what children do in play tberapy sessions (Axline, 

1955; O'Connor, 199 1 ; Elliot, 1993; O'Connor & Braverman, 1997). 

Play is intrinsically cornpiete, for it does not depend on extemal rewards or other 

people (Boyd, 1934; Csikszenanihalyi, 1976; Plant, 1979). Most chi!dren's play 

behaviour does not require the receipt of a mward. For instance, children continue to play 

whether an adult is present or absent. Therefore, an adult's presence is probably not 

necessary for most children to engage in play behaviour (Rose & Edelson, 1987). Play is 
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often person-govemed, rather than object-govemed because children try to make use of 

the play object (Weisler & McCall, 1976). During play and play therapy, once a child has 

explored the toy or play material, shefhe tends to switch the focus to the specific use of 

the toy or play material (O'Connor & Braverman, 1997). 

Play is non-instrumental in that it has no goal or purpose. Bettelheim (1972) and 

Weisler & McCall, (1976) note that tbk element can be identified in many children's play 

therapy sessions. Some play therapists f h d  that the child does Little which resembles play 

when first beginnuig the play therapy sessions, and may not appear to begin with a 

conscious goal in mind. 

Csikszentmihalyi (1976) talked about the concept of flow as it related to play. 

"Flow involves a centering of attention in which action and awareness merge and a loss 

of self-consciousness occurs in the sense that the child is paying more attention to the task 

than her/his body state" (p. 9). 

Piaget (1 962), Hutt (1 WO), Boyd, (197 l), Weisler & McCall(1 W6), and 

O'Connor, (1991) al1 comment that play does not occur in enkonments or contexts 

considered by the child to be unusual or scary. Mills (1997), Sullivan (1997), Smith, 

(1 998)' O'Connor & Braverman (1 997), indicate that the therapist's education is often 

oriented to development of a style which will help the child feel relaxed and safe enough 

in the play room enviromnent sa t h  play can begin once the children is familiar with the 

new setting. 
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PIav nEzi&mIntervention 

Play therapy is a method of psychotherapy grounded in psychodynamic and 

developmentd theory, that utilizes play and verbal communication in understanding and 

helping children. Play therapy is based upon the premise that children express and work 

through their emotional conflicts in a helping relationship with a therapist who interacts 

with them through the medium of play (Schickendanz, Hawn & Forsythi 1990; 

Thompson & Rudolf, 1996). 

Play therapy has been viewed as the most effective medium for providing therapy 

to children (Axline, 1955; Landreth, 1982; O'Connor & Bravennan, 1997). It is defined 

as a play experience that is therapeutic in that it provides a secure relationship between 

the child and the therapist. The trust established allows children the freedom and room to 

be themselves on their own texms, exactly as they are at that moment, in their own way 

and in their OWI tirne. 

Historically, there have been three basic theoreticai models of play therapy: 

Psychoanalytic, Humanistic - Person/Child-Centred, and Behavioural (Shaefer & 

O'Connor, 199 1). More recently, the Developmental Model has been added to this roster. 

The Developmental Model is a broad theoretical approach that encompasses a range of 

models and techniques, while maintaining an emphasis on play therapy's developmental 

process. The humanistic and behavioural models will be used in this intervention, with a 

particular use of PersonKhild-Centred Play Therapy and Cognitive Behavioural Play 

Therapy . 
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The basic raw materials used in therapy with children are play materiais and toys. 

Play therapists believe that children communicate their feelings, wishes, fears and 

attempted resolutions to their problems through play because, at this age, they lack the 

lexicon to describe their feelings in a succinct manner (FromlOn & Rodman, 1983; 

O'Connor, 1991). However, they can comrnunicate in a powerfùl way through the 

representatiod metaphoric lanpge of play (Matlin, 1969). The play therapist expIores 

the underlying meaning conveyed in the child's play and responds to that message 

through the therapeutic direction of play therapy (James, 1997). 

on-directive D- th the nondirective or persodchild centred play 

therapy approach, which is based on the work of Car1 Rogers, the therapist r e m  from 

m a h g  value judgements or giving advice. M e a d  the individual is heiped to identify 

what behaviours they need to change and how to change them (Thompson & Rudolph, 

1996). Rogers tried to see the world of the other person as that person saw it. in this 

perspective, the difference between a well adjusted person and a maladjusted one is how 

that person perceives and experiences, reacts to, or behaves Gth others in the world in 

relation to the self. His theory proposed that each person can, through the organization of 

personal experiences, learn to become psychologicaliy healthy. 

Nondirective play therapy has its mots in traditional humanistic and existentid 

philosophy (O'Connor, 199 1). It emphasizes the uniqueness of evcry person, 

perceptions of self and the meanings assigned to personal expericnce. It is built on a 

positive and optimistic view that chilcûen arc fiiadamentally good, pro-social, striving for 

self-actualization and in search of life's meaning. Change occurs when self-irnposed 
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psychological bamers are identifred and examined, thus fieeing the child's innate 

potential for positive persorsal growth (Shaefer & O'Connor, 199 1). The social work 

clinician strives to demonstrate openness, empathy, wamth and genuineness within a 

play therapy environment. The clinician d e s  fiequent use of paraphrasing, reflection 

and the techniques of active listening (Compton & Galaway, 1989). The clinician is 

deeply respectfUI, non-judgemental, refrains fiom giving advice and will avoid 

diagnosing and labelling the client. The focus is on the here and now, with the goal king 

to improve social functioning by increasing self-understanding and feelings of self-worth 

through a non-directive helping process that emphasizes intense listening and reflecting 

on the client's thoughts and feelings (O'Connor & Braverman, 1997). 

. . 
itive-behavio lav th-n. Cognitive-Behavioud Play 

Therapy (CBPT) is based on a cognitive model of emotional disorders which involves 

interplay among cognitions, emotions, behaviour and physiology (Beck, 1985). CBPT 

includes concepts of rnodelling and support. This model is based upon three major 

premises. It is believed that thoughts influence the individu&' emotions and behaviours 

in response to an event. Therefore, it is not the actual event that causes an emotional 

reaction, but rather the world known only to the person experiencing the event. CBPT 

places great importance on how one thinks, how one inicrprets a happening¶ and how one 

subjectively feels (O'Connor & Bravennan, 1997). Given this, when a person's belief 

systems are based on many erroneous assumptions, their ernotional reactions to events are 

disturbed and the likely outcome may k troublesome behaviours. CBPT is concerned 

with current problems, and is applied direcdy in the playroom. This type of therapy has a 
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broad application to a child's problems and withui this fkmework, play is a meam to an 

end (Rose, 1987). 

Play therapy may be directive in fonn - the tberapist may assume responsibility for 

guidance and iiIterpretation - or it may be non-directive; the therapist may lave the 

responsibility to the child ( Axline, 1955; Landreth, 1982). 

The main difference in the directive and non-directive approaches Lies in the role 

the therapist plays in the therapy process. Directive therapists actively structure and create 

the play therapy situation (Gil, 1993). In contrast, the non-directive therapist respects the 

child's ability to solve hidher own problems, make choices and initiate changes, and 

accepts the child as he/she is. The process facilitates fke expression of feelings by 

establishing a feeling of permissiveness and ensures the development of insight by 

reflecting the child's feelings. 

Both techniques have their advantages, and the following variables need to be 

taken into consideration: a child's individual characteristics, the nature of the presenting 

difficulties and the resulting therapeutic needs, and the stages -of the therapeutic group 

process. 

Modeis of play therapy that integrate non-directive and directive approaches can 

draw upon the strengths of each. The therapist can utilize non-duective principles to build 

a therapeutic rapport, and then direct the therapy towards specified goals through focused 

intervention (Smith, 1998). Play is the medium of therapy for both, with a variety of 

techniques and media king utilized to assist the children to gain insight into themselves. 

The primary goal is to help children with anxiety/conflictdsymptoms and to help remove 
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obstacles that threaten to interfere with their optimal fùture development (Mills & 

Sullivan, 1997). 

Plav ' n m - v D ~  

Techniques used in play therapy include more than the manipulation of toys and 

materials. The nature of the therapist-child relatioaship encourages the child tu fkeely use 

the materials in a way that is meaningfùl to them. The range of techniques is limited only 

by the imagination and creativity of the therapist (Mills, 1 997). The suggested integrated 

play therapy approach that wiI1 be used employs a variety of group intervention 

techniques, such as artwork, bibliotherapy, games, puppets and group discussion. As is 

expanded upon in the following subsections, al1 of these help children understand their 

loss, express their thoughts and feelings in a supportive atmosphere and leam new ways 

of coping within their home environment. 

 et ~l-ctive Children fiequently use puppets to play out 

interpersonal confiicts, especially those iovolving family. Puppet play fünctions in a 

nurnber of different ways because, by standing in for real people, puppets allow a child to 

displace feelings fiom the significant people in their lives. The puppets offer physical 

and psychological safety that invites greater self expression. Children may project 

feelings perceived as unacceptable to themselves, onto a puppet. By attributing these 

impulses to the puppet, rather than themselves, chilchen can transform an intemal conflict 

into an extemal conflict that they can battie fiom the outside (Elliot, 1993). 

Representations of signifiant figures offer the group a range of emotional choices fkom 
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benign and tirnid figures to aggressive figures like alligators and tigm (Rose Br Edleson, 

1987). This is developmentally appropnate for the latency aged child. 

est m z  Most children will respond to a request to 

draw a person or their family. A drawing of the famiIy will convey that child's 

perceptions about family members and may perhaps suggest the quality of relationships, 

and the child's view of hermis role within the family (Mil& 1997; Sullivan, 1997; 

Rollins, 1 990). 

tde m e d k  Similar to drawing, clay and Play-Doh offer amorphous material 

with which to create something out of the imagination. These mediums offer a wide 

opporîunity for the projection of the group memben' confiicts, fears or wishes ont0 paper 

or into their manipulation and creations with clay (O'Comor & Braverman, 1997). 

es a d  ~ l a v  activities. The latency aged group may be particdarly interested 

in games (Schickedanz et al., 1990). Many therapeutic board games exist. The Goose 

Game ofFeeIings (Blue Heron Productions, 1999, for example, is designed to explore 

the spectrum of human ernotions through introducing different issues. Players can 

exchange places with one another, which acts as a metaphor for a basic commonality and 

therefore sets a stage for empathic discussion and development of an emotional 

vocabulary. Similady, The Feelings Game (Blue Heron Productions, 1995) is a card 

game that employs the names of various feelings (Le. angry, sad, ashamed, proud) Ui the 

place of numbers and suites. The object of the game is to collect a suite of four feelings. 

From this 6%ook" a story is told by each child, involving the description of a particular 

occasion when that feeling was par~tlllount. This may be expressed in the fim, second or 
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third person. For example, '1 felt jeaious when he came home fiom the hospital and 

everyone brought him presents and no-one even talked to me" or "that boy felt jedous 

when his brother got al1 those presents" (Edwatds, 1995; Kidder, 1998). 

S-& 

Social group work is the promotion and leadership of what Boyd (1937) called 

mutual-participant groups in which the group members participate collectively in feeling, 

thinking and acting. The humanistic group saives to develop a small face-to-face group 

which is built upon a foundation of chosen values which M e r  links its members 

together through a particular set of emotional bonds. These affects include trust, care, 

respect, acceptance and anger. 

The objective of the humanistic method is the development of effective behaviour 

for the group and the mernbers within the group's environment and its extemal social 

context. Humanistic values form a person's position and attitÜdes about themselves and 

other members within the group. The humanistic social group worker intentionally uses 

the values of humanism and the principles of democracy in a human way (Glassman & 

Kates, 1990). 

Social Group W W ! v  Settinp 

There are unique benefits associated with a group setting. These include play and 

activity, association with other children of the same age, and the role of the group social 
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worker (Slavson, 1948). The play and activity should facilitate contact with the children, 

insight and reality testing. A group setting provides an oppomuiity for the learning of 

murual aid and its importance to growih and change. The abilities identified with mutual 

aid include caring, sharing, listening, decision-making and respecthg ciifferences (Gantin, 

1985; Glassman & Kates, 1990)- It also affiords a chance for social Ieaming or 

behavioural change that is maxi- by the presencdmodeliing of the other chiId group 

members (Fatout, 1995). 

Benefits_of?rcmb Work 

A group is a gathering of individuals meeting together with a leaderko-leader for 

the primaq purpose of gaining information and experiences that will result in an 

"improved understanding of self, others and/or a particular topic of interest" (Toseland & 

Rivas, 1 995). Scheidlinger (1 966) emphasues that : 

latency aged children are enmeshed in their stmggles of establishing and 
maintaining close friendships, cooperating and sharing, leaming the d e s  and 
consequences of participation. There is a predilection for group experiences at 
this age with a fiequent preference for non-verbal modes of communication 
(p.363). 

In daily living, latency-aged children spend a great deal of time interacting in 

groups such as families, fnendships and leaming environments. For each child, 

relationships within thex paaicular groups can produce andor reduce stress, loneliness, 

self-esteem and a sense of success or failure. 

Providing a group experience is an intentional way of addressing chilcirem' needs 

for a sense of belonging and group identity. When an individuai identifies with a group 
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and has a basic trust of the leader and 0th- members, it becomes possible to take some 

Bsks in sharing oneself with others. Looking at one's own behaviour in a group setting 

can help one see how he/she interacts 6 t h  others beyond the group. Through support and 

feedback from one another, group members gain valuable Uisight into their own attitudes 

and practice new skills for feeling and acting merently. A group intervention is a gwd 

developmental fit for the latency-aged child. See Appendix A for more information on 

the Iatency-aged child. 

Providing a group experience is a deliberate way of addressing childrens' needs 

for a sense of belonging and group identity. Anecdotal aidence gathered during the 

research process indicated that children nom homes where a sibling has a special need 

often feel isolated and generaily do not verbalize these feelings to anyone. The group 

then, can be a safe and supportive place to leam and practice new skills for feeling and/or 

acting differently. See Appendix B for Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs (Santrock, 1984). 

The purpose of having groups as a form of intervention are related to process and 

to outcome. The overall goal is that the experience of being in the group will be 

e m p o w e ~ g  for the members. Glassman & Kates (1990) note îhat: 

Caring for o h  occurs when members respond to each other's h m ,  
discodorts, satisfactions, concems, and fears. This nonn is demonstrated 
through the sharing of emotional and practical abilities with the whole 
group. The group leader offcn perspective to help the group to establish 
positive relationships. The leader explicitly presents views about sharing, 
helping and lcaming from caîh other. 
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Some of the therapeutic benefits described in research on groups are quantifiable 

outcornes for individual participants, while other benefits are related to elements such as 

the tone and environment of the group (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). 

Yalom (1985) indicates that, within a group, children are likely to benefit from the 

elements described below. 

Installaon ofhow (a betief that change and growih is posaile and that the group 

is a means to that end). 

Sense o f  safehr (trust in other members and the leader, and a belief 

that one's rights will be respected. This belief is essential to enabling self- 

disclosure and emotional release). 

Cohesiveness - a sense of we-ness, increasing the memben' sense of belonging, 

empathy and mutual support. This affects childrens' aitendance, and their 

willingness to work on behaviour outside of the group becaw they feel 

accountable to other members, iequires empathy. 

.LJ-s& - the understanding that T m  not the only one who feels like this' 

provides relief fiom isolation and enables m e r  self-disclosure. 

Vicarious learnirg - Members learn through the modelling ofother members and 

the leaders. 

Infer~erso&&tg - group members leam by giving and receiving feedback, 

and through thinking about the group process. 
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&ruim - children gain a sense of their value to other members by having the 

chance to give effective feedback, thus deepening empathy for one another 

(Yalom, 1 985). 

Games & Activltie~ . - -  

The play therapy activities and games previously described are an indispensable 

part of a group for children. Activities such as games and puppet play are an important 

part of a child's development (Fatout, 1995; Walsh, Richardson & Cardey, 199 1). 

The term "programming" is used by Middleman (1968) to capture the non-verbal 

and verbal ways in which a person expresses hermimself. Further, this term describes 

"what is done and how it is done. . . the why of what is done" (1968, p.67). The term 

'program' is defmed as "the vehicle through which relationships are made, and the needs 

and interests of the group and its individual members are fûifilled" (Middleman, 1968, 

p.67). Northem (1988) described the content of the group that is expressed when group 

mernbers engage in communicative expressions that transcend oral discourse as an 

activity-oriented experience. Both of these authors emphasize that talking does not 

equate with the entire group experience for the members. Activities add to the verbal 

discourse and fiirther contribute to group goals. 

Many factors contribute to the decision to implement non-verbal activities. First 

group mores and values must be respected. It is important for the leader to be mindful of 

the purpose associated with each session, the stage of group development, the age and the 

interests of the members and the required ski11 level (Middleman, 1968; Northern, 1988). 
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. . d e s  of the F a c m  

The role of play in a group is similar to that of play therapy on an individual level. 

The relationship/interactions between the group leaders and the child's peers within the 

d e t y  of the group are the curative elements. Children with similar challenges to their 

behaviour and interpersonal adjustment may benefit nom group play therapy (O'Connor 

& Braveman, 1997). Girls and boys can be successfülly mixeci in one group - 
depending on the age of the members, the type of group, and the group goal (Toseland & 

Rivas, 1995; O'Connor, 1991; Smith, 1998). 

Group play therapy is considered the treatment of choice for many children fiom 

pre-school age through latency (Axiine, 1955; Landreth, 1982). The use of group play 

therapy with children experiencing emotional difficulties facilitates nonnalization and the 

benefit of peer support, provides a secure place to share difficult issues, and opportunities 

for venting against symbolic siblings and family members (Thompson & Rudolph, 1996). 

A group setting breaks the sense of isolation, nonnalizes the adaptation process and 

provides camaraderie (Rose & Edelson, 1987). Landreth (1 982) found that group play 

therapy techniques can provide children with the opportunity to process their sense of 

king in an out-of-control situation and O'Connor (1991) and Beck (1 985) found that 

children are offen able to bring some sense of empowerment and control to their lives. 

Participation in child-centred group play therapy provides a clirnate for change in 

which children can leam to express feelings in appropnate ways, resulting in the 

development of positive regard for themselves and othen. This is similar to the munial 

and self-help focus in adult groups (O'Connor & Braverman, 1997). These 
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developments support the premise that children possess a strong capacity for growth 

toward adaptive functioning if they are provided with the k d o m  to do so 

(Schickendanz, Hansen & Forsyth, 1 990). 

In the facilitator role, the social group leader assists the membea so that they can 

expenence and identify their feelings, understand hem and communicate them to the 

group. This can be accompiished by the leaders initiahg the communication by ushg 

feedback or other methods such as probing, clarification and quenes. 

The facilitaton maintain a moderately hi& level of control in directhg group 

activities and attempt to ensure that the child membea participate frequently and equally 

with one another. The leaders ensure that the group generated d e s  are followed in the 

weekly sessions so that the amiosphere is a pleasing and productive environment for 

practising problem-solving skills. By cornmunicating with words and concepts which are 

accessible to the member's level of understanding, the facilitator can help children solve 

diEculties. For instance, in a play therapy session, the facilitators can stimulate 

discussion through the use of effective questioning of, and by, the child membea and by 

the use of parapbrasing to clarify meaning for the members. 

Social group leaders also promote developrnent of interpersonal skills through the 

prudent use of examples. For instance, the leaders can make extensive use of the 

welcoming and wm-up  portions of the group sessions and to group activities which 

include a discussion of the purpose of each weekly session. Transitions that reveal the 

relationship between the components (such as opcnings, working and endings) of the 

overail content are made between the activities within the group sessions and between the 
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sessions. Summarics of the problem solving principles that have k e n  taught through 

particular activities and discussion are used in the latter portion of the working stage to 

reinforce the general concepts involved and thereby enbance group learning. The leaden 

note the similarities between ideas, review concepts. state main points. and review 

materials used in the session. Key tenns, such as 'feelings', or 'self-esteem' are 

discussed at several points in each session. To M e r  the understanding and the use of 

problem-solving skills, their application is practised repeatedly in a series of activities 

(Starak, 198 1 ; Rose, 1987; Toseland & Rivas, 1995). 

The role of the group worker varies depending upon the age of the children. For 

example, the social worker would be more active with young children because they are 

more dependent on adults for support. Atso, out of necessity with this age group, 

sanctions must corne fiom the adult facilitator. Therefore, there is a age-based movement 

in facilitator fiinctions nom the provision of sec* and support for younger children, to 

one of guidance and sanctions with older children (Gazda, 1989). 

Co-Leadersb 

A review of the literature on group play therapy led the researcher to realize the 

benefits of having a CO-facilitator and a consultative relationship with an experienced play 

therapist during this practicum intervention. Corey & Corey (1987), Ydom (1985) and 

Rose & Edleson (1987) cite a number of advantages associated with the CO-facilitation 

model. Some of these are discussed below. 
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ction of mila By w o r b g  with a CO-leadery leader 'burn-outY can be 

reduced because the responsibilities of the sessions are shared by two individuals. 

Prows~on of saf&und CO- 
. . Co-facilitation is a model that can 

provide safety and control mechanisms. For example, if emotions are running hi& 

during a session, one leader can pay attention to those members while the other leader can 

rake the opportunity to scan the m m  to note the reactions of other group membea. 

. .  . S .  

ac&& A CO-faciiitation model can also provide 

possibilities for "linking" the group membea together and facilitating interaction between 

them. 

. . 
ontinuitv of ses- In the event of the absence of one leader, the group can 

still proceed. Similarly, if one of the CO-facilitators is especidly drained on a given day, 

the other leader cm temporarily assume primary leadership 

. . 
ocal sueport between CO-fawors. ifone leader has k e n  strongly 

afEected by the session, the other can offer objective feedback and act as a sounding 

board. Similady, when one of the leaders is afFected by a group member to the degree 

that counter transference is present, once again, the objectivity of another leader C a .  be 

invaluable. 

In latency age groups, two facilitators - one male and one femaie - would be 

representative of traditional parental roles. act as suitable role models and facilitate the 

learning of more effective communication stmtegies and coping patterns (Toseland & 

Rivas, 1995). 
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Summan! 

A number of practice £iarneworks have been highiighted in this review, including 

the strengths perspective, the Double ABC-X Model, the humanistic/child-centrrd, 

cognitive-behaviourd play therapy, and group play therapy theoretical orientations. These 

approaches will guide the play therapy intemention. 

This overview of the relevant literature hzs demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

fit. As indicated in the table below and the Conceptual ModeVFramework that follows, 

Sibcircle was designed to integrate Literature review findings into the approach king 

utilized. The bodies of Iiteratwe reviewed were interwoven throughout Sibcircle content 

in order to address the developmental issues that latency-age children deal with and 

issues specifically related to living with a sibling with special care needs. The session 

structure and facilitation approach took into account the anticipated group dynamics. 

Sessions were set up to facilitate vicarious resolutions to challenges and to enhance 

Sibcircle members' feelings of success. 
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Week - 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Sibcircle Ses 

Welcome to 
Sibcircle 

My Family 

Feelings are Okay 
(feelings in general) 

Feelings are Okay 
(feelings in the 
famil y) 

Feelings are Okay 
(my feelings) 

Building Self- 
Esteem 

Non-cornpetit ive 
Games 

Goodbye 

ions: Themes and Relevant 

Getting acquainted 

to heip childrcn discover they 
arcn't alone in theu situauon. 

to identifi and name feelings 
in general 

to explore the feelings, 
situations, and experiences of 
family rnem bers 

deal with dominant feelings 
possessed by each group 
member. 

identi Qing dominant fee 1 ings 
in group 
problem solving 
coping. 
feeling important 

ûustration tolerance 
problem solving 
teamwork 
camaraderie 

Fecdback Born the group. 
Closute. 

iterature Bases 
Relevant Litenturc Bases 

developmental literature 
play therapy Iiterature 
childrcn in groups. 

play therapy techniques 
developmental literature 
cducational literature 
children in groups. 

developmental literature 
family stress literature (coping, 
adjument, adaptation) 
strengths perspective 

family stress 
strengths perspective 
social supporr system 
play therapy techniques 

developmental literature 
family mess 
play therapy techniques 
strengths perspective 

developmental literature 
family stress 
care Iiteranire 
play therapy techniques 
group work 

developmental literature 
farnily stress 
social supports 
play therapy techniques 
group work 

group process (closure) 
developrnmtal stages 
play thcrapy techniques. 



CARE LITERATURE 
nursing 
sibling (psychosocial adaptation) 

rehabilitation 
medicine 
disabjlity 

J' .-- 
FAMILY STRESS LITERATURE 
copi ng PLAY LITERATURE 
adj ustment play therapy 
adaptation CBPT / NDPT 
models of stress . 

HUMANISTIC 
Rogerian 

social work 

FAMILY THERAPY 
continuing care pop, social group work 
social support group work and 
medical family therapy play therapy 
\- 

DEVELOPMENTAL LITERATURE 

STRENGHTHS 1 i f espan 
PERSPECTIVE educational 

/ \_ chi ldren and groupa 

SION 
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UI) Practicum Methodology and Implementation 

A tremendous amount of carefid pre-planning was necessaty before the group 

intervention began. This preparation included an informal needs assesment, 

establishing a critena for membenhip, provision of information about the group to the 

agency administration, to agency staE(Appendices C and D), and completing a mailout 

of ir&ormational matenal to parents of potential group participants (Appendices E and 

F). Other pre-work included obtaining parental and child consent (Appendk F), 

interviewing potential participants for screening and orientation to the group, orienthg 

the children to group niles and ensuring that group goals were understood and accepted 

by the administration, counsellors, parents and children. 

Potentiai families were notified about the group by a letter (Appendix D) and an 

accompanying brochure "Centre of Attention Sibcircle" (Appendix E). The brochure 

provided information on the day, time and place of the eight goup sessions (Wednesday 

evening fiom 6:30 to 8:OO). The intervention was held at the Society for Manitobans 

with Disabilities (SMD), Winnipeg Children's Program. SMD is a well established 

cross-disability organization. If parents indicated an interest in having their child 

participate, and/or wished additional information, a 'Note tu Kids" and a "Note to 

Parents" were provided to them (Appendix O). 

The writer assessed the needs of potential group members through: reading the 

lirerature on siblings of chilciren with contiming care needs, conducting information 

gathering i n t e ~ e w s  with professionals in various fields (mental health, nursing, medical 
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practitioners, family therapy, clinical social work, as indicated in reference list), and with 

parents and adult siblings within this population. During these information gathering 

interviews, the literature review findings were discussed and the focus of the "Sibcircle" 

was introduced to every ùiterested party. Following this, feedback was obtained nom 

these sources about the potential benefits of participation in this type of small supportive 

play therapy group. 

nie  following is a list of important messages for siblings that emerged during the 

literature review, interviews with professionals, and direct contact with children who 

were part of the exploration research that preceded the play therapy intervention. These 

messages were explained and reinforced throughout the eight week sessions. They were: 

you are special; it (the sibling's challenge) is not your fault; you aren't to blame; you did 

not cause your sibling's situation, and you can't fix it. 

The key objectives atiached to this group included: to give unconditional support; 

to let the children know they were not alone; to teach coping skilIs; to reinforce the 

children's need to talk about and deal with their feelings; to help the group participants 

deal with emotionai and behavioural concerns so they can reach their potential; to help 

children open the Iines of communication with other children and their parents; and to 

offer resources to children and parents, such as bibliotherapy and outside support if 

needed. 
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SMD social work counseliing staff workïng within the Winaipeg Children's 

Program referred sibüngs of children that were cmntly  on their caseload. The 

Sibcircle participation critena stipulated the following group composition: one sibling 

per household; the child must reside with two parents and; CO-ed participaats should be 

between 7 and 10 years of age. 

A letter was sent to the families referred by the social work counselling staffat the 

Society for Manitobans with Disabilities. The purpose of the letter was to s w e y  the 

level of interest in the group. The letter, dong with the 'Sibcircle' brochure, outlined 

some of the themes to be explored, and invited the child to participate in the group. It 

also encouraged parental support and involvement, and opened up lines for direct 

communication. The 'Sibcircle' brochure invited parents to leam more about common 

sibling concems through parent information meetings ancilor a support group. 

Parental Swaorb 

The relationship with each potentid group member's farnily began over the 

telephone. Parents contacted the researcher after xceiving the Sibcircle brochure to 

express an interest in having their child participate in the group. A parent-child 

interview was scheduled in the home. The piirpose of the initial interview was two-fold: 

to meet the children and tell them about the group and to aoswer any questions family 

members had; and to detennine whether the children were appropriate candidates for the 

*oup. Determining this rcquired the development of an empathic connection with the 
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child and an alliance with the parents. Latency-aged children's level of dependence on 

their parents necessitated that the intervention focus on addts as well. fherefore, a 

farnily-centered interview was considered important. 

A second parental interview was held at SMD. This meeting gave the parents an 

oppommity to furthet explore why they thought Sibcircle rnight be beneficial for their 

child. Written consent was obtained at this time and issues amund transportation were 

discussed. At a final meeting at SMD, the parents were provided with instructions for 

two supplernentary measures. The first was a Child Self-Report Scale, The 

Speedornerer, an ernotional barorneter contained in Appendix H. The second was a self- 

report scale, The Mood Zhermometer, a mood barorneter contained in Appendix 1. 

Parents also filled in two measures for general assessrnent purposes. The first was the 

Family Functioning Index (Appendix J), and the second, the Amount of T h e  Spent with 

Child with Continuhg Care Needs Questionnaire [ATSCCN] (Appendk K). More detail 

on how these measures were used is contained in the Evaluation section. 

Phvsical S e t h g  

A children's classroom was available for use as a play room. It was large, bright, 

and had a child fiiendly atmosphere. The other amenities included a washroom, a 

viewing room, and the use of an audio camenr Play materials and toys were provided 

that were age appropriate and oriented towards an integrated play therapy model. These 

toys and games aided in the establishment of a positive reiatiooship and helped the 

children express emotions. For example, the use of toys and games allowed for limit 
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testing, feelings of mastery, self-understanding and discovery. Materials that facilitated 

self-control, such as clay and drawing supplies were provided for the group. 

. . c t i c i \ m ~ s r  o n / P e r s o d  

Clinical supervision was provided in several different ways. Meetings were held 

once a week with Dr. Laura Taylor (primay advisor), who also viewed/listened to 

videolaudio tapes of group sessions. Process notes were also p r o d e d  to Dr- Taylor as a 

spnng board for ongoing consultation. Weekly consultations took place with Ms. Clare 

McCarten, a committee member, for feedback and clinical supervision, and regular 

meetings were held with committee member Esther Blum. 

Anne Marie Davis, a S u p e ~ s o r  of the Winnipeg Children's Programs, SMD, 

acted as a guide to the organization and provided assistance when necessary. The 

student also received "live" ongoing supervision at SMD with CO-leader, Ken Jones in 

weekly meetings to discuss Sibcircle's progress. In addition, preparation and debriefing 

sessions were held before and f i e r  every weekly session. This ongoing supervision and 

guidance was a cntical part of the practicum. It allowed for both the facilitation and 

maintenance of the emotional strength and momentum necessery for gaining insight into, 

and an appreciation of, the learning process. 
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. 
IC- Re 

In addition to siblings of SMD clients, one member who was a sibiing of a child 

associated with the Autism Society attended the Sibcircle. It was anticipated that the 

group size would be between four and six children. Five children formed the Sibcircle 

P U P -  

Al1 children voluntarily agreed to be a member of Sibcircle, and parents signed the 

Lnformed Consent form (Appendix F). While it was stressed that anyone who wished to 

discontinue the group had the option to do so at any time, no one opted to leave 

Sibcircle. 

Arr- for Co-Facwtion 
.. . 

Due to the researcher's interest in pursuing CO-facikation, Ken Jones, a family 

counsellor at SMD was suggested as a possible CO-facilitator for the Sibling group. An 

introductory meeting was arranged to ascenain mutual intereks, theoretical orientations, 

experience and the suitability of fi t  A follow-up meeting focused more closely on the 

group goals, division of labour and time allotments. 

Pre-planning work, UicIusive of a session maoual (Lysenko, 1999), had k e n  

completed at this point, and Ken Jones assumed the role of CO-leader. There were 

significant benefits to having a CO-leader present throughout group implementation. As 

suggested in the literature, CO-facilitation provided a number of learning opportunities, 

such as the presence of another perspective for assessing the group process, the provision 
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of objective feedback, and a partner to effectively facilitate group interventions. The 

leader also benefitted fkom the CO-leader's wide breadth of experience and maturity as a 

group facilitator. 

The combination of styles, personaiities and varied experiences resulted in a 

hannonious balance between the leader and CO-leader. At al1 times, the CO-leader was 

supportive of the leader's Sibcirçle intervention and of an approach that involved 

responding intuitively to group dynamics. The leadedco-leader successfûlly combined 

different, but complementary theoretical orientations to enhance the members' 

assimilation of the content and issues in the Sibcircle group. In addition, both shared a 

love of metaphor and humour, which was celebrated in the group rhythm estabiished by 

working together. 

To have two fiames of reference was an invaluable gift when discussing the 

individual group members progress and group dynamics during the debriefbg process 

and the weekly planning meeting. This relationship met the critical need for open 

communication in the discussion of content/process issues and mutual feedback. Thus, 

the added observations, insights and Somation made for a good balance regarding the 

therapeutic process in the Sibcircle support group. 

The intervention that was utilized at SMD for the purpose of this practicum was a 

supportive, insighteriented, expenential process employhg a group play therapy 

modality of treatment. 
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. * 
ete- P-rts 

During the three face to face meetings with the parents, the decision was made 

that they were going to stay and wait while their children attended Sibcircle. Therefore, 

a lounge area was reserved for Sibcircle parents, with the expectation that the parents 

would likely fom a natural informal suppon group. This is, in fact, what did occur. 
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IV) Emerging Themes 

This chapter will provide an overview of the stages of group development and a 

week-by-week review of the eight session Sibcircle intervention. The examination will 

systematically review group content (openings, working and endings) and then conclude 

with group observations. At the beginning of the intervention, it was anticipated that 

consistent themes would emerge as the intervention proceeded - and ht, to varying 

degrees, these would be relevant for individuals having a sibling with continuing care 

needs. 

The approach will be to provide a descriptive accounûng with little analysis in 

this chapter and then present the themes in a more analytical manner in Section V. 

A general three stage model of beginning, middle and end was initially used in the 

group because, according to the literature, the more distinct phases are generally not 

apparent in children's groups (Thompson, C., Rudolf, 1996): However, by Sibcircle 

Session Three, there were very specific, delineated and obvious linear stages. Therefore, 

the model was expanded to include the more specific sub-stages of forming, storming, 

norming, perfomiing, termination and a follow-up stage (Tuckman, 1996). 

The beginning stage of the three-stage model is characterized by tentative 

exploration as the group members search for cornmon ground and definition. There will 

be approacWavoidance khaviour as the child members gradually take risks and develop 

a beginning sense of trust. The middle/workùig phase can be characterized by the 
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memben juggling for position and statu w i t h  the group, exhibithg nvalry and testhg 

the group social worker. The leader was able to label and clarify the issues in the "here 

and now", and this transition stage gave way to more openness with fellow group 

members and with the leader and celeader. 

As the group moved to a level characterized by more intense personal 

involvement, a cohesion began to develop. There was a sense of deeper trust and 

comxnitment and the members began to struggle a bit with interpersonal conflict. The 

leader was able to assist by drawing Sibcircle's attention to the emotional climate as it 

developed w*thin the group. In the same way that an understanding of the power issues 

can lead to intimacy, the acceptance of feelings of intimacy led the support group to a 

place where the child members felt fiee enough to differentiate fiom one another. nie 

members moved fiom theu initial cohesion to a stage characterized by acceptance of one 

another as unique individuais. At this point, the children were able to evaluate 

relationships and events in the group k a fairly realistic way. The end phase of the 

group's development was characterized by a completion of k k s ,  with the members 

beginning to move apart nom one another. This last stage brought feelings of anxiety 

over the separation and loss of the support group. It provided an opportunity for the 

child memben to rethink what the Sibcircle group had meant to them and to determine 

the value of the total group experience. 
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Formine 

During Sessions One, Two and Three, the group was geniog adjusted to king 

together, figuring out mies noms, and standards. Members were exploring one 

another's expectations and deepening their sense of the group's purpose. The members 

had some anxiety at this stage, which nceded to be nomalized or lessened to the point 

that it was not counterproductive. At this point Sibcùcle members' concems induded 

buiIding txust, sening individual goals, knowing what to expect, and buying into the 

P U P -  

Memben questions at this stage concemed inclusion [do 1 belong? Who am I in 

this group?] contt-01 w o  is in charge here? Can 1 affect this group?] Intimacy [Can 1 

trust these people? Will they care for me?] (Smith, 1995). 

Stormine 

The first three sessions were followed by a high energy phase in Session Four 

where members began to test the lirnits of group influence and challenge the role of the 

leader. Conflict around tasks, and resistance to direction occurred. 

fuorming 

When the '%toms" were addressed in Session Five, the group began to move 

toward a sense of cohesion. A group identity developed and routines emerged, which 

provided cornfort and predictability. The group members were clearer about 

expectations governing group behaviour and, to some extent, began to own and direct 
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the group process a bit. During this stage, Sibcircle members' expressed a desire to 

share the group goals, to enjoy the sense of "we-ness, and to avoid active conflict. 

Perfocming 

This was the active work stage of the group in Session Six and the leader's role 

was lessened. The focus of group the and energy was on the group task and on 

members helping one another to work on their own goals. A sense of creative 

interdependence was felt and memben were able to be more open with one another. 

Sibcircle members expressed feeling good about group membership and about persona1 

growth. They were also beginning to practice new skills within the group and were able 

to give and receive feedback more cornfortably and effectively. 

. . 
errninatioq 

This stage, in Session Seven, began the adjourning and closure of the group and 

was a very emotional t h e  for members. It was important to celebrate accomplishments, 

say good-bye and acknowledge any feelings of sadness or loss. The stomllng stage of 

the group was quite intense and was resolved well, and this stage was equally intense. 

Sibcircle members expressed sadness and said they were not ready for the group to end. 

Members felt fear at king  separated from an important support system, and of Iosing 

ground on work done in group. They also seemed excited about moving on. 
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lntenration 

Once the group had ended, the leaders no longer had active input into the 

members' learning processes- The children will continue to reflect on the Sibcircle 

expenence and Ieam fiom it over tirne. The facilitators told the children that this may 

happen and encouraged ongoing reflection by suggesting that children look through their 

'1 am Speciai Box' that was starteci in the group. 

Follow-UD 

Any outstanding issues fiom the group were dealt with by the leaders in the 

follow-up stage. This included ensurhg appropnate referral for members needing 

further service. In addition, the leaders debriefed fiom the entire group expenence and 

conducted a careful evaluation of the group plan. The leaders also took note of their 

own areas of growth and learning (Middleman, 1983; Glassman & Kates, 1990; 

Toseland & Rivas, 1995). 

Guu&xwu 

In the first Sibcircle session, the goal was getting acquainted with one another and 

building camaraderie and fiiendship. The individual members had each been previously 

introduced to the concepts of SibcucIe in a home parent-child interview. This session 

was attended by five group membea and the leader and CO-leader. During this session, 

the following tasks were completed: Group members were introduced to each other; the 
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purpose of the support group was reviewed; the leaders introduced themselves and 

identified their roles; and the group brainstormed a set of d e s  for the members. The 

d e s  were eagerly generated by the members and duly noted on posted chart paper- The 

concept of confidentiality was visually introdufed by a picture of a long thin train with 

many cars fïiled with the letters which spelled the word 'confidentiality'. 

The session opened with saying "Hello!" and welcoming each 

member around the circle by name. Introductions were facilitated by two ice-breaker 

exercises, The Story of My Nome and the Three of My Favourite Things Gme. * These 

warm up exercises were designed to engage and relax each member by having the group 

answer fun and non-threatening questions about themselves. These activities allowed 

the children to be recognized as the focus of attention and also as important players 

within the group. The group especially enjoyed The Stoty of My Name. After the 

icebreaker exercises, the leaders discussed their roles in group. 

W o r w  The Session One working activity was to teach relaxation of the large 

muscle groups, using animal metaphors as cues. The purpose of this exercise was to 

decrease the group's anxiety, focus their attention and impulses and to enhance physical 

and emotionai awareness. 

Endines. Endings included snack and an open invitation to sing any favourite 

songs. The chilâren whole heartedly accepted the invitation. The fint Sibcircle closed 

with the comments "home already" and Ywe haven't been here vey long." 
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The main theme that emerged during the first session was how ready the members 

were to talk openly about themselves and their CCN siblings. The dialogue throughout 

the evening was fkee flowing and interactions were continuous and everyone participated 

by t W g  and/or watching and listening to one another. The theme the 'special sibluig' 

was dominant in pmions of the conversation (al1 quotes have been numbered for coding 

purposes). One member noted that "My brother cried and screamed tonight when I lefi 

alone with my Mum" (0: 1). The group identified "special attention" given to their 

"special" siblings. 

Another illustration of the sibling's 'special' status was a group member's 

observation that "my brother is a movie star, he got his narne in the paper because he is 

a poster child." (1 : 1) This comment was followed by a look of amazement on another 

member's face and the statement, "so is my sister, she got to go on a trip d l  by herself 

with my dad." (1 :2) Both of these comments, and others, made during this session might 

suggest feelings related to coping with a lack of attention. Another group member noted 

that "1 get to corne here by myself and 1 get to go anywhere just for me." (2:O) 

Taken collectively, the comments lent themselves to an awareness w i t h  the group that 

Sibcircle members were al1 in the same boat, 

Everyone had fun during Sibcircle Session One. The group was calm, the 

children interacted with each other and the group leaders. 
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on Two - Mv F u  

GuGQam 

The second group session goal built on Session One. Session Two promoted the 

sharing of more information about the group members themselves, and their families - 

thereby increasing their knowledge of one another. Session Two of Sibcircle was 

attended by five group membm and both the leaders. 

Oaenines. ï h e  group opening began with the format introduced in the first 

Sibcircle: a check-in tirne to weicome everybody and to share any news with fellow 

members, a review of the last session, a reinstatement of the d e s ,  and then relaxation 

time. 

W o r u  To facilitate a discussion, the group members were asked to make a 

Kinetic Famiiy Drawing m] of their family doing an activity together at their home. 

This projective technique (which is described in more detail in Section V) provided 

information about how children perceive themselves in their family setting (Rollins, 

1990). The pictures provided a revealing commentary about the members' feelings. 

This was followed by two puppet activities, the making of a spoon puppet, which was 

followed by the performance of a puppet show. Ai1 children participated in both 

activities. 

Endines. Session Two concluded very quickly because of the large number of 

tasks. The poem Fmily was read by the leader and echoed by group members line by 

hie. This poem reinforced the theme of Session Two by expressing the experïences, 
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ideas and emotions of Sibcircle in an imaginative style. Throughout the session, 

members were calm and explored the group environment. 

During Session Two, Sibcircle members were ready to share ideas about their 

families - the group was &y to work. As expanded on in the examples below, The 

Kinetic Family Drawings identified the individual group members' perceptions of 

themselves within theu distinctly dflerent home envirorunents. 

The B Family is portrayed together in the same room, with the members 
touching one another and everyone is smiling. The Sibcircle CMd A, his 
father and other siblings have brightly coloured bodies whereas the mother 
and the special sibling are colourless. Child A's arms are very large and 
spread open in a reaching position. Child A's body is positioned on the 
floor, sitting with legs extended in the sarne position as he has depicted his 
special sibling. Child A relates closely to this sibling when he says '4 feel 
very sad that my brother can't walk." (3:O) The overall message in the 
KFD is that the home environment feels accepting and warm to A. 

The Y Family is rendered in a rudimentary fahion, wjthout any gender 
distinction and little attention to detail. Colourless family figures are 
depicted in a saaight lïne and the size of the members decrease as the eye 
travels toward the Sibcircle member, who is waiting alone in the car. The 
child is separated from the outdoor family scene and is m e r  separated 
fiom the parents by extended family memben. Mother is isolated within 
the line of figures by blank space and she is without body parts. The 
continuing care needs' sibling is tied to father. The Sibcircle member 
commented "my sister has to be tied to my dad so he doesn't nin away." 
(4:O) Child F's self-portrayai is a featureless and persondly kignificant 
stick figure. A large vacant parking lot dominates the piece of paper. Child 
F remarks, "we are the only ones here." (3: 1) Siblings without CCN miss 
having a brothedsister who they can share experiences with. It dso points 
to the recunent theme throughout Sibcircle - that their special siblings are 
clearly not like cther chilcirea. 
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In the T Family, many extended family memben are present, with each pair 
doing a separate activity. Every dyad is portrayed as standing together yet 
separate. Each pair is blocked by a barria in fiont of it. The group 
member is in the corner room of the bouse reading with her cousin. 

Child R's family aren't relating as a group in this drawing. Instead the family 
members are segregated into stiff, stoic loolùag pairs. This drawing depicts the 
social support available to this family. In this KFD, Child R has portrayed a 
serious and we-get-our-basic-fiinctions-met family. 

In the V Family drawing, the entire page represents the family home. It is 
compartmentalized by heavy black lines, and the house is devoid of any 
fumishing. AI1 the family rnembers are absent except one. This figure was 
drawn only afler inquiries had been made. This figure is watching 
television - a tiny child enveloped by a huge chair. 'ïhere is no one home in 
this drawing. In contrast, the member's outdoor drawing of h s e l f  is 
hîghly detailed. He portrays himself in a proud fashion as a hockey player 
totally protected by his gear - the grilled face mask, his body padded, 
hockey stick poised, and a big net behind hùn. It is clear fko the KFD that 
this fmily is perceived as absent by this Sibcircle member. 

The puppet activities were very popular with the goup members. The spoon 

puppets were designed so that the group member's hand sat inside the puppet, creating a 

sense of disguise. This served to disinhibit the children and allow them to express 

themselves. The puppets danced, were boasaul and talkative. The puppet activities were 

effective vehicles to provide Sibcircle with an opportunity to share common joys and 

concerns and to familiarize themselves with fellow group members' f d e s .  Questions 

that were responded to included, Who am I? Who lives ar my house? WhPr is ir Zike ru 
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ons Three. Four md Five 

The purpose of these three sessions was for Sibcircle members to leam and 

develop better skills in: ident-g, aaming, claiming and managing emotions in 

generai. Emotions selected were based on the age and emotional maturity of the 

children involved in this Sibcircle group - a group composed of younger latency aged (6- 

1 O years of age) children. 

Group Session Three: Feeu-eew in G e n e d  

mu&mEa 

n i e  purpose of Group Session Three was for the group members to learn to 

identifi and name some basic emotions in order to facilitate the expression and 

normalization of these feelings. Five group members and the leadea attended Session 

Three. 

Ooenina The openings followed the established format. The d e s  were 

reviewed with a lot of support fiom the group. This development was very positive as 

Sibcircle members were being encouraged to lead this component in Session Four. The 

relaxation exercises were very popular, especially squeezing two lemons, and the 

stomach exercise using the imagery of 'here cornes the baby elephant'. 

In reviewing the last session, the CO-facilitator explained to the group that both 

leaders had felt shy and were wary about the group members taiking about personal 

things. It was indicated that the leadea were somy if the group didn't feel they could 
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talk as much as they wanted to about their families, and that everyone finds it ficuit to 

express theu feelings sometimes. 

In order to facilitate discussion of the topic for this session, the leader read a poem 

aloud entitled Everj&oc?y hm Feelings. 

W o r k k  The session discussion began with the leaders asking two thought 

provoking questions desigwd to focus on particda. sensations or impressions that had 

remained with the members since last session. First, group members were asked how 

they had felt about coming to group the previous week. Then they were asked what their 

favourïte activity had been during the last session. These ideas were explained and 

shared with the group members by the leader role-modelling. The Session Two Puppet 

activities were chosen by rnost children. 

Session Three activities reinforced this discussion of emotions. Large pictures of 

people portraying the emotions were posted. The second activity was The Goose Game 

of Feelings (Blue Heron Productions, 1995). This game is designed to explore the 

spec tm of human emotions through the introduction of different issues. Players c m  

exchange places with one another which acts as a metaphor for a basic commonality and 

therefore sets a stage for empathic discussion and development of an emotional 

vocabulary. The third activity was a game called How Would You Feel If... ? (Blue 

Heron Productions, 1995). The purpose of the game is ta encourage children to predict 

feelings and recognize that people feel differently about the same things. The group was 

asked several questions such as: How would youfiel ifyou woke up andyour Mum said: 

"I  Sn gludyou 're my child I bw you. " The ovedl  response to this question was best 
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illustrated by one member's answer. He jumped up off the mat with his arms open in 

the air, a big broad smile and a joyfid skip, and the words ïrery happy" (5;O). 

Endines. The group closed with two songs related to the Feelings are Okay 

theme, 

In order to help the Sibcircle memben understand that it is okay to own al1 of 

their feelings, the content in Session Three emphasized that a person's feelings are not 

right or wrong, good or bad, they just are. The group brainstormed feeling words, 

including: gladhappy, sad, angry/mad and afiaid. These are the least complex feelings 

and are developmentally on target for the ages in this Sibcircle. For example, feeling sad 

was explained by the group leaders as: "You don't feel good. You feel down and may 

need to cry. You probably wish things in your life were different or wish that something 

did not happen. Or you may feel womed or concemed that something is going to 

happen, like death, being alone or thinking about your brother in the hospital." 

The themes of isolation and 'My Sibcircle' were the dominant topics in this group 

session. The feelings glad/sad/mad were thoroughly explored during this group session. 

The example, 'Viinking about your brother in the hospitaî" generated most of the 

dialogue. This was the 1st question of the session. The Sibcircle talked about their 

expenences in hospital as well as the expenences of their siblings. They talked about 

hospitalization and rehabilitation "my sister goes to O.T. and physio." When quened for 

specific information about the words 'occupational therapy' and 'physiotherapy', the 
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members knew the purpose behind the various treatments. For example, the comment 

"It's used to exercise muscles that he (my CCN sibling) can't use 'cause he doesn't nui 

and jump and play like us kids here." (4.2) Another member chatted about "the tube in 

the stomach for my brother so he could eat and then he had an operation so he could eat 

like me". (4:3) Another member talked about wheelchairs and how her special sibling 

gets around. "My sister is too young to use a wheelchair ... she pulls herself around on 

the floor." (4:4) It's very important to understand differences. The discussion clearly 

indicaied that al1 group members had clear, sophisticated information about their 

siblings' CCN. This session of Sibcircle offered the sharing of peer experiences as well 

as being an objective source of additional information and support, through active 

listening skills. The siblings enjoyed elaborating on their own expenences. 

This session dso highlighted the importance of understanding differences. The 

second activity the Goose Game of Feelings was very popular and generated a huge 

amount of conversation about families, how every family was different, and the different 

ways in which love could be expressed within a family. A member commented "My 

sister won't let me hug her, 1 try, but no." (6:O) These siblings can feel isolation because 

they miss having a sister or brother with whom they can share their feelings with. 

Two members brought Sibcircle gifh this session. One brought a toy dog and 

asked the group to help her select a name for it. This was a clear gesture of acceptance 

and fiiendship. In addition, an isolated member felt accepted into the fold because the 

name that she had suggested, cbLucky", was picked for the toy dog. Someone brought a 

gift of stickers for each chiid and the p u p  decided to deconite theû name tags. The 
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group members were thinking of each other between sessions and waated to share and 

give something to the Sibcircle. At this stage the group was fomiing. Nevertheless, 

Sibcucle was becorning seIf-directed. 

The Sibcircle worked very hard during Session Three. There was a lot of overlap 

in the activities, but it was very fiuidul. The group was very relaxed and eager to 

parricipate in the activities and games. The mmbers had 'bought' into the Sibcircle 

group, as noted by the feedback "1 am very excited about Sibcircle" (7:O) and '4 love 

it." (7: 1) 

Closines. Free play time appeared unnecessary as the Sibcircle is a group play 

therapy gxoup. There was a lot of spontaneous engagement and rhyming tonight when 

the group sang. Everybody loved snack time and the circle was very intimate. The 

members were calm and settiing into the activities. 

Group Session Four - F e u s  are O k a ~  E e e l i w  at Mv H o a  

The purpose of Group Session Four was to explore the feelings, situations and 

expenences of the group members in theü home environments. The five reguiar group 

members and leader and CO-leader were in attendance for this session. 

The session began with the reguiar opening format. Two members 

took responsibility for leading fellow group members through one item in the fomat 

with one member reading through the d e s ,  and another leading the relaxation exercise. 

This was an important development as the opporfunïty to coach others can become a way 
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to master these skills, and the teaching empowered the two group membea. The 

purpose of this exercise was to reinforce the importance of the message that the group 

belonged to the siblings - that it was their Sibcircle. 

To facilitate a discussion of this topic, three warm-up activities were 

explored; KFD (Kinetic Fami& Drawing), Sib-Stories (adapted fiom Sibshops, 1985) 

and Amy Chnny (adapted h m  Sibshops 1985). The 1- two discussion watm-ups 

were designed to allow the siblings to express their concem without necessarily having 

to reved their own experiences. 

Through the act of listening to special stories about siblings, group members 

discussed their own expenences, inadvertently, as they responded to a fictional siblings' 

experience, via a storyfletter that is k ing  read by the group leader. For example, Aunt 

Chatty is an advice columnist who answers letters fiom siblings with concems similar to 

those of Sibcircle. The group members were asked to give advice based on the premise 

that they were the experts on the subject of king a sibling. Specific questions were used 

as prompts to organize responses because of the young age of group members. It was 

hoped that this facilitated group interaction would inspire a directive conversation about 

the group members' lives and experiences. 

The discussion began by reiterating the emotions identified in the third session - 
glad, sad, and mad. These basic emotions were overlaid by feelings somewhat more 

cornplex, such as lonelineu, jeaiousy/resentment, and wony. Pictorial representations 

depicting children/adults expresshg these feelings were reviewed with the group and 
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displayed for M e r  reference. A question format was used to provide necessq 

structure to the dialogue. 

The Mime Game followed the discussion warrn-ups. In this game, the group 

members pantomimed various scenarios by acting out emotions through the use of facial 

expression and body language. The Sibcircle "audience" tried to guess the content of the 

message. This game helpeâ the children r d i z e  tbat what is in the mind is expressed by 

the body, as behaviour and actions, and that the mind and body work together. 

Endi- At closing, the group was rather subdued, as they ate Valentine cookies 

and echoed the poem Everyone has Feelings. 

Session Four marked the mid-point of Sibcircle, and the group was moving 

forward into the storming stage. This was characterized by some impatience, silence and 

chailenging behaviours. The members who were given two of the important opening 

tash - reading the d e s  and guiding the group through an exercise - did a good job. 

The relaxation exercises appeared well adapted to the age group and continued to be 

very popular with the members. Every member seemed to have a favourite exercise and 

tonight our Sibleader was a good role mode1 as evidenced by the grimace on the 

Sibcircle members faces during relaxation. 

Aunt Chartîy was well received as were The Sib-Stories: Story 1 - Focus of 

Attention; Story 2 - Inquines of Fnends and Strangers; Story 3 - The Worry Story 

(Meyer & Vadasy, 1996). 
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In Story 1, the sibling has autirni and needs a lot of attention which seems 
to take up aii of the parents' tirne. The sibling comments that she/he only 
gets attention when shehe gets into mischief In tbis tale, the child posits 
the question: How do I let my Mummy ami Da* know thot they have hvo 
kids, not one? 

Some of the responses included "wu could write your m u -  a letter" @:O) or just 

Say "hey ! What about me?" (8: 1) 

In Story 2 the child asks What does a kiddo when someone sqys. how corne 
your brothedsister hm a problem? 

This question generated responses dong a continuum varying fiom "1 feel sad" 

(3:2), "unhappy" (3:3) and "shy7' (3:4) to '5 just say 1 don? want to talk about this now" 

(3:5), '9 just nin away when kids Say 'your brother is bugging me"' (3:6) to ''1 just want 

to smash something." (3:7) The responses to Story 2 indicated that siblings felt comered 

and challenged by attempting to defend their CCN sibling fiom taunts whiie trying to 

respond to questions nom playmates. The group members were clearly uncornfortable 

and developmentally unable to respond to this question. 

Story 3 focused on worry, with the character king womed that maybe he 
might become N e  his continuing care needs sibling. 

This story generated the following rem& ''1 can't 'cause 1 wasn't bom that way" 

(45) and "You codd get that way if you had a car accident" (4:6). Every group member 

seemed assured that they would not become disabled like their sibling. Responses 

indicated that the members of Sibcircle wen al1 well informed and possessed 

sophisticated facts about their siblings particular chronic illness/disability/ continuing 

care needs. 
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Story 4 addres~ed jealousy. Sheri somethes wished that she had cerebral 
palsy. She is jealous of Amy, her CCN sibiing, because Amy gets a lot of 
attention and is fùssed over even though her work is sloppy, Whereas, 
Shen is feeling that nothing that she does is very important to her parents. 
Ali the Sibcircle members, except for one, clearly related to the jealousy theme, as 

expressed in the comments "my sister got to go on t-v." (8:2), "my murn never gets mad 

at (8:3), "my sister went out with her helper to get ice-cream" (8:4), and "my 

brother3s picture is in lots of books, lots n' lots." (8:4) However, one Si'bcircle member 

verbally denied that his CCN sibling aected h h  in any way, saying "my sister's just 

the same as everybody." (3:8) 

The group enjoyed the scenario "I'm very happy because I'm gohg out with my 

mum and dad, ail by myself." The group's response was unanhous and can be bea 

descnbed by one member's proclamation 'Tm so happy, happy, happy." (5: 1) The 

unanimous nature of the response suggested that Sibcircle members felt an intense need 

to be the center of attention. 

The group was not as carefiee During Session Four. There was some challenging 

of the leaders, echoed in comments such as 'îve've k e n  sitting here a lot of minutes" 

(9:0), LTm hungry" (9: 1 ), "Cm we have our puppets?" (9:2). Dynamics in the group 

were becoming more cornplex. Although the Sibcircle generally liked the session 

structure, at this point it was pushing against its boudaries and the group members were 

asserting thernselves. 

During this stage of group development it was very important for both leaders to 

remain mindfbl of the cues and energy messages that the group was giving, and that they 

remained flexible and able to 'go with the flow' of the Sibcircle. It was difficult, and, to 
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a certain extent, the leaders knew that group expression was king blocked The group 

was exhibiting clear movement through the stages of group development. Rather than 

explicitly revealing process issues, Sibcircle members', through play, indicated who they 

were and where they were developmentally as a group and individuals within the group. 

This was evident in their questioning the role of the group leaders, and beginning to test 

the Iunits and d e s  that had been set in place. 

Groiap S g ~ i o n  Fi 

gr ou^ Content 

The purpose of Group Session Five was to deal with the dominant feelings of the 

group members and how to identiQ these specific feelings, and ways in which these 

feelings could be more positively handled and expressed. There were five members and 

both leaders in attendance during Session Five. 

The opening of the session and Saying Hello! was a bit disjointed 

because two members were late. One member's brother had'a seinire and the mother 

had to wait for a whiie before she codd bring the child to group. The rnember said she 

was "feeling bad" because ber brother had a seinire and "sad and anaid." (7:2). 

Another Sibcircle member asked "what is a seizure''? (7:3). The member responded that 

her brother 'îell off the couch and jerked amund" and then demonstrated how his eyes 

rolfed back in his head and the group was told ‘leu codd swallow your tongue too." 

(4:7). This explanation was followed with 'Tm so glad you are here", a testament to the 

camaraderie and a hunger for connection to others. 
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This was clearly an opportunity to learn how other children handle situations 

cornmonly experienced by siblings of children with CCN. Child S's mother commented 

that S kept saying "Mummy, I want to go to my group," (75) strongly suggesting that 

this rnember felt that she had her own special time in Sibcircle, that it was a place where 

she was listened to, and that feelings of understanding and relief could be found at 

Sibcircle. 

The rule reading was king rotated through the group. Drawings of the relaxation 

exercises were posted as cues for the group members as they each, in tuni, chose and led 

the group through one exercise. During the review of the previous session, one remark 

made was that ' k e  were like boiling macaroni and water Iast week" (9:3). 

Warka The two activities were "lfl wusn 't me, I would Iike tu be .. . and 

working with clay. For the first activity, discussion was facilitated by brainstorming on 

the add-on story that was developed by leaders to explore how we recognùe feelings. 

Questions and responses couid be concrete possibilities or very imaginative ones such 

as; Whut colour wouid you be ifyou were a colour and why? This activity ailowed the 

children's playfùlness and capacity for fan- to emerge, and also had the potentiai to 

channel creative energy into problem solving. 

Working with clay promoted group memben' self-expression and interaction with 

one another. It provided a good opportunity to bring memben into a group project. The 

clay work was very nvealing as the Sibcircle made models to try and help others 

understand or see what their feelings were like for them. At fbst everyone was 

overwhelmed by the sensation of the clay. One of the most self-contaùed members 
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(sorneone who speaks in neutrd unemotional terms) initially had a hard tirne expressing 

himself. But he soon let his emotions Ioose, and pounded and smashed his creations one 

by one. Sibcircle members reported that working with the clay made them "'Happy, 

jumpy, skippy" (7:6) and "cah  and relaxed" (73). 

Endines. At snack. the leader announced that Sibcircle would meet only three 

more times. This was foilowed by many comments and questions. The group members 

did not accept the answen. "But why can't we come after Easter" (7:8), "1 want to 

come 100 more times" (7:9), "1 want to come until 1 grow up" (7: 10). This suggests 

Sibcircle had succeeded in engaging the members. 

An isolated member led the group in a closing Song called C i d e  of Friends. One 

of the lyrics was that ')leu can never have too many fiends" (10:O). 

The group really enjoyed the activity "lfl w m n  't me. I would Zike to be ... and it 

generated high energy and colourful metaphon of the members' conceptions of 

themselves. The theme of 'together we have a lot of power' was evident in statements 

such as: 'If we put al1 our stuff(fee1ings) together we'd be a big stomi" (9:4), ''a 

humcane" (95).  "a twistei' (9:6). 

During Session Five, the group members tried on different roles representative of 

a traditional family constellation of mother, father, sister and brother. There were a lot 

of good feelings in Sibcircle, and the rnembers had euly 'let down their hair'. During 

this session the group was clearly moving towards cohesion, with the members 
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beginning to own and direct the group process. As the members became more reflective. 

it seemed the group has Iess and less need for words. Sibcircle had fully engaged itself 

in group play therapy, with the children sharing g~oup goals and enjoying the group 

feeling of we-ness. They exhibited behaviour consistent with the norming stage of group 

development, and during this session the leaders were open channels, with the group 

being fed and directed by its own energy. 

Group Content 

The purpose of Session Six was to help each group member recognize that they 

are very different and special in their own way - with the ultirnate goal king for 

memben to gain an improved sense of self and ultimately make good choices for 

thernselves. 

O~enines, There were two group members present and the leaders. One absent 

member was at a science fair, and the other two were ill. ~ h e  members that were present 

had a unique opportunity tonight to both present rules and lead Sibcircle in several of the 

relaxation exercises. 

Wor- The topic in Session Six was self esteem, with the premise king that7 

in liking oneself, people work at becoming more confident and more accepting of who 

they are. When people feel loved and believe in themselves, it is w i e r  to make better 

choices in life and thereby fcel happier. The plan for the group was to participate in 

three activities; The FNe Good Tirings Abou? Me, an Echo Game, and the Compliment 
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Game. However, because of the andl group size, it was decided to postpone nie 

Compliment Game. 

The goal of the first activity, nie Five Good niings About Me, is positive self 

talk. It was emphasized that when people say good things about themselves, it is easier 

to feel and think good thoughts, and that the things we say to ourselves can help 

determine how we feei about ourselves- Likewise, The Echo Game, facilitated positive 

self esteem. During that game, the a o u p  members were asked to come up with their 

own positive statements that they could repeat to themselves when they feel down or 

need some cheering up. If the members wished, they could share their individual 

positive statements with the group. 

Endiogs. G iven the smdl size of the group, endings were brief in Session Six. 

As already mentioned, there were three group members absent this session. For 

the first time one of the group memben noticed the viewing &m located at the back of 

the Sibcircle play room. The member noted that "1 remember seeing that room. My 

brother was there so people codd watch him" (3:9). 

The working part of the session was very fast paced tonight because of the small 

group size. The two members present were completely cornfortable that they were the 

only members in Session Six. The children stmggied initially, trying to come up with 

Five Good Things About Me. This activity was quite abseect and reqtxired a larger 

number of people than were in attendance, in order to generate a large enough number of 
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ideas. Nevertheless, throughout the session, more and more ideas and comments did 

surface, such as "1 like me just because I have lots of fnends here" (10: l), "1 help my 

murn do this @ut away food) that is a good thing about me" (1 1 :O), ''1 like myself 

because 1 go to Sibcircle." (7: 1 1) 

These siblings indicated feeling good about their group membenhip and 

demonstrated an ownership of the Sibcircle. The group thoroughiy enjoyed the positive 

self-tallc poem read for The Echo Game, intended to facilitate growth and feelings of 

self-worth. The members were able to m e r  use the momentum it created to set a 

cohesive tone for Session Six. 

As an alternative to î?ze Compliment Game, the leaders suggested art work. 

Both members had many ideas about what and how to create a whole manner of projects. 

One member decided to make ongami and took the initiative, offering to instmct the 

leaders and the other sibling in the art of papa box-making. The other member also 

extended himself in teaching the application of decorative elements to paper. The 

memben were beginning to practice new skilis in the group, &rforming through helping 

each other work on group goals. A creative interdependence was felt during Session Six 

as the memben directed the group process. This was essential because the 1 : 1 leader- 

member ratio could have ken too intense for these young latency-aged siblings. 

Everyone within the Sibcircle was attuned to one another, as illustrated by their gestures 

of cooperation and goodwill. The memben were cornfortable with the leaders and their 

respective styles. The self-esteem component was important for ail Sibcircle members, 

so therefore, the decision was made to weave it into the content of Session Seven. 
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C n o ~  Sesion S e v a  - Review of SesSigns One - Si)r 

Gwahmm 

The purpose of Session Seven was to review the themes nom Session One to Six 

and revisit favourite activities. Four Sibcircle members and the leaders were in 

attendance. 

The session began with the openings format, foliowed by a discussion 

about that session king the second to last group. Sibcircle members were then asked for 

their ideadinput into the planning of a significant ending celebration. This served the 

purpose of reinforcing to the children that this was their group. 

Workinpl During this session, the working thematic dialogue was entirely Puppet- 

led - by Rosemary (the leader's puppet) and Alphonse (the CO-leader's puppet). The 

puppets were introduced to the group as characters that had been at Sibcircle at every 

session, but had remained unseen, lying in our Sibcircle supply box which was placed 

next to the group leader. The group was told the story of how the puppets wanted to 

rneet the Sibcircle and help the members to remember Sibcircle events. 

Two open ended questions were introduced in order to generate discussion about 

what had been learned during the previous six sessions. The puppets assumed the 

characterization of the group' s collective feelings by utilizing information such as quotes 

and sentiments taken from past session notes. Three sessions were remembered by 

Rosemary and the other three sessions were recapped by Alphonse, who also reiterated 

more themes and highlights of past Sibcircles. 
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This dialogue served the purpose of tapping directly into impomt  facilitation 

tasks such as giving the siblings an oppominity to M e r  prepare for closure and to 

begin to evaluate the group expenence. These ta& were a necessary part of preparing 

Sibcircle for the adjouming stage of group development, the phase that begins closure o f  

the group. 

rite Cornplinent Gmne was played d d g  this session. This game was played, 

with fellow group members paying each child a compliment. Following this, a list of 

these compliments was given to each child. 

Endinps. The ending of this session was marked by the Sibcircle members acting 

as tour guides of the playroom to the puppets. The children were eager to do this and to 

"show you al1 around our place" (10:2). Other cornments included 'Ws place is for 

Sibcircle." (7: 13) and "my Sibcircle." (1 O:3) 

This session was taxing because the members were distracted during the openhg 

of group. Without al1 of the members present the rhythm established by the opening 

rihials of saying hello, recanting the d e s ,  relaxation time and a review of the last 

session was not achieved. It is important for the group to have the time to nine in 

together in order to begin to work. 

The siblings were very attentive to the puppets, amazed at the insights fiom 

Rosemary and Alphonse, and eager to join in the dialogue. The Coqdiment Gume was 

a success in that every member was very pleased ta review an individual expression of 
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admiration or praise from her/his fellows. "P is a good niend, 1 iike him a lot" (12: 1) "A 

is very -y, he makes me smile" (12:2). These comments were expressions of 

appreciation of belonging and niendship. The group did not want to talk about the 

end/loss of the Sibcircle group, and members were clearly going to miss the connections 

and bonds made through the social support of the Sibcucle, a circle of camaraderie and 

fnendship. Again, quotes further illustrate this. For exampIe, "I'm feeling sad in me" 

(13:0), T m  afiaid 1 might feel lonely for the niends and good times 1 had at Sibcircle." 

1 3  : 1 )  In response, a supportive one-to-one gesnire was extended. There was high 

energy in the group tonight and overtones of anxiety. 

In retrospect, perhaps the session content was too focused. Yet group closure is a 

very important process for the members. This was a very emotional time for the 

siblings, as the group celebrated accomplishments and al1 the hard work that had been 

completed in group. The leaders and the members clearly acknowledged feelings of loss 

and sadness and the children did not have much to Say during snack. 

The CO-facilitators had few tasks at this point. The relationship ties were strong 

and feelings were high for al1 group members and the leaders. 

ihu&mmu 

The theme of Session Eight was "What have 1 learned in the Sibcircle Group?" 

This included feelings about endings, a group evaluation and a party. Four out of five 

members and the leaders were present in this session. 
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Owninns. The opening of the session followed the usuai format During the 

review of Session Seven, the group members did not want to talk about the end of 

Sibcircle and some siblings preferred to pretend that this was not the last session. 

Work iu  The working/discussion component ïncluded three activities: a Talent 

Show, Magic Tricks and The JeZZy Bean Gume, which also served as a group evaluation 

tool. 

The improvisational talent show was performed as a series of impromptu mime 

skits. Therefore, specific situations were not created for the memben (through the use 

of costumes etc.), because it is ofien dificult for children to coordinate their words and 

actions. However, a pantomime can act as a bridge and allow these connections to be 

made in a more fluid, natural way. The members had fun performing and clowning for 

one another as the actors and audience alike giggled and clapped in appreciation of one 

another's talents. This improvisational drarna was used to heighten the group members' 

awareness of their ability to elaborate on role(s) and to demonstrate their flexibility and 

repertoire. It also provided these siblings an opportunity to taik. Mon importantly, this 

activity gave the members an opportunity to be in the spotlight, on center stage. 

The magic trick activity was shared by various g o u p  members and consisted 

mainly of card illusions. And although many of these slight-of-hand manoeuvres were 

not successfül in the conventional sense, the group members did not mind in the least. 

The M y  Bean Game was facilitated by the puppets. This was the most productive 

and engaging method available, given the level of happy but unfocused ewrgy that 

characterized the tone of this session. This game was fun for the members as well as a 
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fhitful evaiuation tool. The members were asked not to eat the beans until they had their 

nun responding to the following evaluation questions, which reflected the purpose of the 

tool: How do you feel about the group ending? How heF the group erperience helped 

you? What didyou Zike best abouf being in the group? What was somethingyou 

learned about yourself? Whar was your fmourite group acrbily? 

As a memmto of Sibcircle, each member received a Cenififate of 

Achievement for participating in Sibcircle, a bal1 of modeiiing clay and an illustrated 

relaxation exercise coloring booklet. In addition each sibling was given a personalized 

"magic boxT7. The enclosed mementos included a rnirror (in order to view the most 

important person in the Sibcircle group) a list of individual compliments, a Sibcircle 

telephone list, blue glas marbles, as well as the lyrics to a favourite group Song, Circle 

of Friends. 

gr ou^ Observati~11~ 

Session Eight marked the end of the group. The format of this session was 

deliberately very loose because it was a celebration to mark the significant ending of 

Sibcircle. The group members had finished with work and were ready to have a group 

farewell party. In concert, the leaders sat back and watched the performance of 

Sibcircle- Unfortunately, one of the members was not in attendance tonight. This 

sibling's absence was acutely felt by everyone in the group and throughout the session 

the other members pondered his whereabouts, with statements such as "Where is Z?" 
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(1 3:î), "Yeah, he shodd be here" (1 3:3) and "How do we say goodbye when he isn't 

here?" ( 1 3 :4). 

Another complication was introduced when the parents of a group member 

unexpectedly sat down and joined the group gathering. This broke the continuity of the 

circle, and the child member was distracted and emotionaily restricted due to the 

presence of her parents. Neuntheles, she was exaemely pleased to have both her 

mother and father available to her. 

It was very apparent that the Sibcircle members wodd miss the relationships and 

social support they had found in their play gmup. Some final comrnents about the group 

ending included " 1 will feel sad" (13:5), and "1'11 miss you." (135). One member 

actively denied that this was our last meeting when he proclaimed "I'm happy because 1 

know when Sibcircle ends we'll be able to corne right back again." (1 0:12). This is a 

good example of thinking which lends the child's world its magical quality. Another 

group member said that this group play therapy intervention helped h i d e r  to "have 

fun" (14:O) because "it makes me happy." (14.1). Other comments pointed to the need 

to just be a kid. For example, "it rnakes me feel good 'cause 1 got to nui around" (14:2), 

"1 got to learn shiff, 1 like to leam" (15;0), and "1 don't know what I liked best, but 1 had 

lots of fun." (14:3) 

The endings were much longer in this session, as snack time was mainly focused 

on eating and feasting on pot-luck goodies. The members were concemed about just 

how they were going to continue to talk with one another. As a resdt, the siblings 

started to jot down each other's telephone numbers. 
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V) Evaluation 

The primary research design was a qualitative analysis of case notes for 

identification of themes emerging during the implementation of the sibling group. In 

addition, a quantitative examination was conducted to supplement M e r  findings. 

Evaluation tools used during the assessment will be presented fht, followed by a 

qualitative analysis of themes that emerged during implementation and follmwp 

phases, and quantitative measures used during the intervention. 

For general assessment purposes, two adapted Likert meanirement techniques 

were administered by the interviewer to four of the mothers and one set of parents during 

S .  

the second interview. These were the mv Funct ion inede~  [FFI] and the h o u n t  

of T b e  Swnt with Child with Co- Care Needs lATSCNi a~estio* 
- * 

(Appendices L and M). In addition, minimai criteria was established for a child's 

eligibility into the Sibcircle Group: 1) that there be no more than a three year difference 

in the age of the healthy sibling and the child with a disability; and 2) that the families be 

intact, with both parents present These criteria were oriented at d i n g  out innumerable 

complicating factors associated with many multiple-risk families, and at keeping the 

group as homogenous as possible (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). 

The FFI and the ATSCN are described below. Both were utilized to gauge the 

families' level of environmental stress. The investigator felt it was important to have 

some contextual information on each Sibcircle member's family situation. However, 
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there will not be a detailed analysis of results, as these are not considered pivotal or of 

central importance to this practicum. 

. . e F d v  F~ctro-. 

The Family Functioning Index was employed to assess family fûnctioning. It is 

composed of 15 questions chosen to reflect the dynamics of f d y  interaction. One 

point was assigned to each response. A total score was obtained by the addition of 

scores for each question. Higher scores reflect more desirable levels of functiooing. 

(More detailed information is contained in Appendix L) 

The FFI appeared to be a good instrument of choice for assessing family 

functioning. This index is a direct mesure, it is a description of everyday situations in 

the home. The results indicated that 4 out of 5 mothers and fathers: felt that their 

children got dong with each other worse than in other families; the father, either 

sometimes or never spent time with the children in the evenings and; mothers and fathers 

noted that they oftedalways felt that they did not vent sufEcient tirne with their other 

children. The FFI has k e n  successfully used in other research investigating the impact 

of chronic illness, has respectable reliability and validity, and could be quickly 

administered and scored. (Davis & Gettinger, 1995). 

Care N e e u T S C C M  

The ATSCCN questiomaire, developed by Pless & Saîterwhite (1 973), was 

designed to count the number of houn daily that the parent (mother) spent in direct care 
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of the special needs child (see Appendix M). Aithough results indicated a great deal of 

variation between the families, their mean score shows that 5.2 hours per day are spent 

on carïng for the special needs child, and that the bulk of caretaking activities are 

undertaken by the fernale parent. Given these indiuttors, it will be assumed that the 

level of environmental stress within these homes would be high, and that tirne and 

energy would be at a premium, 

. . Dominant Themes in the Sibcirclg 

As has been illustrated in the previous section, a nurnber of common roles and 

themes emerged during the Sibcircle intervention. The most salient roies were the role 

of the family, the role of the special sibling, and the role of the Sibcircle. 

It was my observation that two overriding roles - the family and the special 

sibling - enveloped the Sibcircle expenence. These general themes were nested within 

the context of the environment in which the family is embedded - it's ecosystem. This 

context was an important consideration in understanding family stresses. Although this 

ecosystem lies outside the immediate control of the farnily systern itself, it has a 

powerful influence on how a family perceives and interprets events and manages, or fails 

to manage, ongoing coping and adjustment pertaining to its burden of care. The role of 

the special sibling was placed within the eco-system of the family, as a amponent of the 

internai context. 
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As evident in the eight session o v e ~ e w  of case note themes, the most comonly 

recurring themes were isolation, jealousy, feeling comered, powerlessness, having a 

Iimited understanding of the facts, ciifferences, loneliness and the special sibling being 

the center of attention. As iilustrated below, throughout the intervention these themes 

were transforrned into more positive messageslthemes as the group evolved and 

members experienced change and growth- 

At the outset of the group, the children felt a sense of isolation. set apart fiom 

certain family relationships, such as the mother-special sibling dyad. Upon exiting the 

group, members felt included and comected to fellow group members because of 

belongine to the Sibcircle group. 

As new Sibcircle members, the children demonstrated feelings of-, and a 

fear of being displaced by the 'rival' or special sibling, in ternis of affection and favors 

received fiom the family. Upon exiting the group, the members felt more satisfied that 

they too were obtaining suficient affection and favors. 

Upon entenng the Sibcircle the children felt fomered, forced into situations where 

they were embarrassed or threatened. Examples of these situations inçluded taunts or 

quenes coming fiom playmates, bullies a d o r  strangen that the chüdren did not know 

how to respond to. La contrast, on exiting the group, the members felt more w, 
and fiee to disengage themselves fiom this complication or entanglement, by using 

either a pre-memorized formulait explanation or behaviour. 

At the beginning of the Sibcircle sessions, the children felt they were 

and did not have any ability to fael differently about anything. Upon exithg the group, 
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the members felt powe- knowing that they could have an influence upon theu 

environment. 

The children began the play group sessions with a. They knew that their 

obsexvations and experiences were real. Upon exiting the group, the memben had 

acquired knowleh,  and a greater understanding of information about CCN. This was 

obtained h u g h  wliaboration, hC3nnation exchange, and the discussion of ideas and 

concepts that occurred throughout the Sibcircle intervention. 

Upon entering the group, the children felt e e n c e s .  and were aware that their 

special sibling was unlike them because of dissimilarity and other distinguishing 

characteristics. When exiting the group, the members felt that their special siblings had 

. . . .  si mil^ to the siblings of the other group members. 

Upon entering the play therapy group, the children felt 1- and were 

saddened by a lack of companionship and empathy. Upon exiting the group, the 

rnembers felt w a n d  and needed by the Sibcircle group. 

Upon entering the group, the 'special' sibling was the center of attention. This 

sibling represented a point around which everyihing revolved and was attended to within 

the family. At the tirne that Sibcircle ended, the members had experienced a refocusia 

e s p o w  and felt that it now shone down on them - bringing them into clearer 

view. Each Sibcircle member was recognized as someone who was also important and 

special! 

A model that visually captures these themes has k e n  developed specifically for 

this Sibcircle Intervention. As is shown on the following page, the model has been 
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designed to illustrate the themes that siblings of children with continuing care needs may 

present. The mode1 captures not only the impact of the Sibcircle intervention, but its 

placement within a larger environmental context, 

The innermost circle reflects the feelings and needs of latency-aged children. The 

outer circle demonstrates the power and the impact of the role of the special sibiing in 

hisher sibling's Iife. The inner and outer ck les  are representative of the larger context 

of the child's family within which the child's view of himmeerself is formed, 

The arrows pointing inward relate to the following themes that emerged during 

Sibcircle: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5.  

6 .  

7. 

8. 

9. 

1 o. 

The importance of the role of the family in Sibcircle members' lives. 
The key role played by the sibling with continuing care needs. 
The sense of isolation that this popdation of children feel due to the 
differences in their family that are attributable to the child with continuing 
care needs. 
The feelings of jealousy that emerge as a result of the ofien large amounts of 
time spent with the child with contiming care needs. 
The sense of king 'comered' that children feel when asked difficult 
questions about their sibling with continuing care needs. 
The sense of powerlessness that these children may have as a result of 
feeling isolated, unimportant andior comered. 
The children's need for facts, not only about their own sibling's situation, 
but about other families with children who have continuing care needs. 
These children's sense that they and their family lives are different fiom 
their pers  who do not have a sibling with continuing care needs. 
The feelings of loneliness that may be attributable to feeling different and set 
apart fiom other children in their schools and communities. 
The need these children have to feel thev are the centre of attention. 
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The mows directed outward are indicative of the strengths that emerged during 

Sibcircle and the positive role that the group played in ameliorating group memben' 

negative perceptions and feelings by providing peer support, camaraderie, and age- 

appropriate information and play therapy. 

The following measures were used during the Sibcircle intervention to assess 

emotional adjustment -- one major area of psychosocial adaptation for siblings. 

Emotional adjustment refers to how the siblings feel and think about thernselves. 

The measurement instruments used were individualized report scales: The 

Speedometer (Appendix J), The Mood Thennometer (Appendix K) and The Jelly Bean 

Game. In addition, The Kinetic Family Drawing Test was used as a supplementary 

measure. 

The Speedometer (adapted fiom Tuckman, 1986) 

The Speedometer (emotional barorneter) is an individualized self-reporting scale, 

and its purpose is to indicate the child's feelings at a given t h e .  This one-item 

instrument was used by the child two times a &y, in the moming at tooth brushing tirne, 

and in the evening at tooth brushing tirne. At these times each &y, the Sibcircle 

participant indicated her/his feelings by colouring/marking the speedometer. This 

insrniment can be useful to evaluate progress, and vinially see the record of good days 

and bad. Although this measme did not indicate any trends in the data, it is nevertheless 
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a good tool to use because it gives the child an opportunity to participate in g rop  

between sessions by king involved in home activities that are related to Sibcircle. The 

Speedometer indicated an imgular pattern with a tendency for most scores to be in the 

40-60 range. 

The group members were enthusiastic about having their own record books NI of 

coloured speedometm and w m  proud to assume this responsibility. 

The Mood The-r MTJ (Tuckman, 1988) 

The purpose of the Mood Thermometer was to rneasure moods. This five-item 

instrument quickly and accurately measures subjective feeling States. For the purposes 

of this investigation, the tension item instnunent was used. This instrument clusters 

behaviours within specific syndromes detailed in the Child Behaviour Checklist 

(Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1991) and is useful for al1 age groups. The Mood 

Thermometer was used to provide individual indices two times a day. The child's parent 

marked the speedometer each day in the mornhg at tooth brushing tirne and ix the 

aftemoon at tooth brushing t he .  The themorneter was used to index mood state, with 

scores ranging fiom 1 - 100. 

The thennometer indicated an irregular pattern, with a tendency for most scores 

to be in the 65 range. The investigator was struck by the consistency of recording by the 

mothers, and theu co~nmitment to completing the measures. 
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e Jellv B a  

The group members completed the Jelly Bean evaluation questions during the 

last session to ascertain how the Sibcircle members felt about their group experiences. 

Once the children selected their jelly b a s ,  they were instructed not to eat them until 

they had their turn responding to the following questions: 

How do you feel about the group ending? 
How has the group experience helped you? 
What did you like best about king in the group? 
What did you like lem about being in the group? 
Something that you learned while in the group. 
Something that you learned about yourself. 
Your favourite group activity? 

The game generated a wide range of responses. Members felt sad about group 

ending and comments included "1'11 miss you" (A: 1). One participant indicated that the 

experience helped me "let down my hairsW(A:2), and another said "1 don? know [what 

was best] but 1 had lots of fun" (A:3). One response to what was Liked l e s t  was "1 don? 

like the bathroom (same sex) 'cause boys and girls are different." (A:4), while another 

noted "Nothing. It was al1 good."(A:5). Comments on what was learned included "1 

learned that everyone has feelings and its okay"(A:6), and "1 c m  play quietly and 1 can 

play with my fiiends" (A:7). Two responses to what was learned about themselves were 

"1 leamed that other people can have a brother or sister like you"(A:8). and 'Tm not the 

oniy one that has someone in their family with special needs." (A:9). Some of the 

Sibcircle participants' favourite activities were "when we talk about our week and Say 

helloW(A: l O), and "play" (A: 1 1 ), and "The Feelings Game" (A: 12). 
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Test (Rollins, 1990) 

When used with other therapeutic techniques such as play therapy, the KFD 

provided information about how children perceive themselves in the family setting. This 

is a paper and pencivenactment d o g .  The Sibcircle participants were asked to 

respond, by drawing, to a situation presented verbally, for example, "let's make a 

drawing of our f d y - "  Because drawing is rypically viewed by children as a non- 

threatening and enjoyable activity? the Kinetic Family Drawing Test- Revised, was a 

usefid complementary measure. 

n i e  KFD is clustered into the subscales of communication, self-image and 

emotional tone. This measure was used as a suppiementary technique during two 

sessions, as a 'tune-in'. Because the KFD is not standardized, there are no ratings 

availabIe for n o m ,  reliability and vaiidity (Johnson, 1990). 

The Kinetic Family Drawings were used projectively to view how the child saw 

their family constellation. The most significant theme in the group drawings was 

isolation, a separateness within the family itself and fiom the greater world outside of the 

family . 

Co- 

Each of the instruments was administered by one individual. The parent 

recorded data for the Mood Themorneter (MT), and Sibcircle members collected data 

for the Speedometer measure. 
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For the MT and the Speedometer, tirne sampling was used. The target was 

observed at fixed times, (eary moniing and evenings at home), in order to collect 

representative information about the target. 

Case notes were recorded in order to obtain a representative pichire of the 

occurrence of emotional adjutment and copuig. A data organizing and recording syçtem 

noted what behavioun occurred ahmg with additional comments, nich as what happened 

after the behaviour occumd. An analysis of case notes was drawn fiom written and 

videotaped information, and classified according to a thematic conceptual fiarnework. 

The memben of the group were the uni& of observation and the group was the unit of 

analysis. The themes were recorded on a chart with sumxnary notes about concomitant 

events. This method provided excellent systematic feedback that examined relationships 

be~reen the group members and identified changes in the group members' way of 

thinking or feeling. The recording system was uncomplicated to increase the motivation 

of those involved. Once the behaviour was recorded it was placed on data anaiysis 

sheets, followed by a chart. 

A key benefit of the selected individualized rating scales was that they did not 

require much time to administer and score. A n o ~ e r  advantage is that they may access 

targets that other measures cannot. For example, individualized rating sales may have 

the capacity to measure the intensity of a target, such as intemal feelings like tension, by 

self-monitoring. The sa l e  can be used to rate an individual's change over t h e .  It has 

high face validity because it measures things that only the child or parent can report on. 

There is evidence of acceptable test-retest reliability, predictive validity, concurrent 
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validity, constnict validity. The individualized rating scales were uwd twice a day and 

then averaged to get a single score for a &y. In addition, these scales are very sensitive 

to change. 

A predesignated t h e  was selected for respondents to provide the information- It 

was made clear to the informants that the target should be rated consistently at regular 

intervals. The parent and the child completed the MT and Speedometer at home on a 

regular, predesignated basis and returned the completed scales to the researcher at the 

post-group interview. 

To score, an average rating across thermometers/speedorneters for that child was 

computed by adding the ratings of the child's targets and dividing this number by the 

total nwnber of targets. 

The constnia validity of the behavioural observations was assured by using 

different methods to measure the target (Rubin & Babbie, 1993). 

A&&& 

The case note anaiysis was utilized, dong with quantitative measures to evaluate 

client change and to generate a contextuaily sensitive intervention. Descriptive trends 

were used to supplement the analysis of the themes. 

In the follow-up in te~ew,  each member's parent (mother) annuered a set of 

questions designed to obtain feedback about their perceptions of their child's experience 
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in Sibcircle, and about their own expenence in the idormal parent group (see Appendix 

N for follow-up questions). The mponse was ovenvhelmiagly positive, with enthusiasm 

expressed about how much their children had enjoyed and benefited nom Sibcircle. 

"Boy, he sure likes to come to this group", (1 :A), "He kept saying I'm going to be late, 1 

have to go to my group" (1 :B), "It's good to be here again" (1 :C), "She never wants to 

miss her group" (1 :D). Other parent remarks included "It was very relaxing" (1 S), "We 

read, sat and taïked for a while (1 :F), "1 wish 1 could come here every night" (1 :G). 

Closing cornrnents fiom parents included "Thanks"(1 :H), "He really loved wming here" 

(1 :O, and "We'll see you soon" (1 :J). 

The follow-up interviews yielded information pointing to the value of a time 

Iimited, eight-week Sibcircle intervention io lessenhg the children's sense of king 

different and feeling isolated and lonely. The mothers and fathers were also very 

positive about the support provided to them, as parents, through the informal parent 

group that met while the children were attending Sibcircle. 

The group was successfùi for many reasons. The format refiected the daily social 

Iives of these siblings by focusing upon many of their everyday stnrggles. The activities 

were fun, flexible and accessible to latency-aged children. In the initiai sessions, the 

membea were introduced to readiness activities such as drawing, playing games, 

observing the other members, making suggestions and giving feedback during the 

sessions. The middle sessions focused more on communication skiils, role playing, 
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Puppet drama, discussion and problem solving. The latter sessions included mime 

games, a talent show, a magic show, and other unbounded member-directed creative 

activities. The progression fkom general to specific to creative activities is simüar to the 

beginning, middle and end stages of group development, and the introduction of 

activities in this mariner was successfÿl in capturing the children's interest. 

? arent-Sibling Renefits 

Participation in group afEorded the opportunity for development of a special one- 

to-one relationship between Sibcircle members and their parents. The member' s parent 

was able to focus more time and energy on the needs of the sibling, rather than the CCN 

child. For instance, the weekly ride to and fiom group created an environment where 

special attention and nurturing was provided to the sibling, as it provided an opportunity 

to spend some relaxing tirne together, driving alone in the car. In addition to parents 

escorting their children to and fiom group, many parents chose to wait for the members 

on the premises during the time group was in session. For thé children, it was special to 

have someone waiting for them, and for the parents, it provided t h e  to relax, chat with 

other parents, or read. Feedback fkom parents and group members clearly indicated that 

going to Sibcircle was a fun and relaxing outing. 

The scenarios of driving together alone, waiting while the child has an 

appointment, keeping track on a chart at home, are al1 very familiar to these children, as 

they have observed these patterns with their parents and CCN sibling. But this 
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experience was different because it was now the CCN child's sibling who was the centre 

of attention! 

The act of the parent filling in the thennometer twice a day for the child, and the 

child also filling in a mesure was another way in which the parent could demonstrate 

caring for the child on a daily basis. 

Sibcucle was also a success because the siblùigs had a unique opportunity to find 

their own peer-group. As a result of group members identifjing with one another and 

feeling that they were 'al1 in the same boat', camaraderie and group spirit developed 

during the Sibcircle sessions. 

. - 
Benefits of Facilitator's Q ~ r o a c h  

The leader's broad base of knowledge and experience with children contributed 

to the favourable outcorne. The leader was receptive to membea, and listened to each 

child and to the group with her whole body - for instance, maintenance of eye contact, 

attentive posture, and meeting the group members on their own level of understanding, 

and utilizing a soft tone of voice throughout the sessions. Al1 of these factors 

contributed to the creation of an envuonment which was child fiiendly and playful. 

When the members arrived, a warm and welcoming atmosphere greeted them in 

the playroom. The facilitator began each session with a portion of time marked for 

centering the group members. The time was taken to welcome each individual child and 

inquire about what had happened in her or his life on the days since the last Sibcircle 

meeting. This allowed the members the tirne to reflect upon their week as individuals 
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and also tune into the group. The facilitaton were relaxed and did not usually feel the 

need to rush into the content A relaxeci, UIlhurried attitude is a popular approach to take 

with children. 

ts of Flexible Session S m  

The repetitive, predictable pattems of the sessions - for instance the warm up 

exercises -- helped the members unwind, relax and get comfortable with each other. 

ï h i s  also helped to create a responsive environment. 

However, the leaders sometimes Let the content go, rather than clinging to the 

session format. h allowing this freedom, the facilitator discovered that what emerged 

was particularly significant to the siblings. A tremendous amount of preparation tirne 

went into the planning of the Sibcircle sessions. Therefore, the leader did not feel the 

need to maintain rigidity in the content, and was comfortable in sitting back, and 

observing what kind of dance would play itself out in the Sibcircle. 

Overail, the extensive preparation and facilitator's level of confidence with the 

Sibcircle process enabled the facilitation of a conductive atmosphere that allowed the 

members the time to tune in to group and ?O have the fieedom to express themselves. A 

particular stage was set, within which leaming and growth could occur for Sibcircle 

members. 
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enefits of P 

The tremendous support offered by the parents of Sibcircle group members 

contributed to the success of this intervention. Positive findings emerged fiom the 

dialogue with parents that occurred before, during and afier group sessions, and the 

analysis of case notes, and specifk quotes nom Sibcircle members and their parents. 

Afl parents were extremely enthsiastic about their children joiaing a sibling 

group, ver iwg the need and relevance for this type of support. Parents also verbally 

expressed joy in fmally finding a group which could offer peer support and camaraderie 

to their children. Parents demonstrated confidence in the Sibcircle approach through 

willing participation in in t e~ews ,  completion of a pre-group questio~aire and a group 

measure twice daily throughout the sessions, and attendance at a follow-up interview. 

Positive comments fiom parents included references to how happy their children 

were to attend group and how pleased they were to have a bit of time to themselves 

while the group was in session. Al1 parents demonstrated a cornmitment to Sibcircle by 

bringing the child to group every week. The positive nature of the weekly feedback 

provided to the leader was welcome and encouraging. 

Finally, parental support was evident in their expression of interest in having 

another group for the Sibcucle members, and their other children. 
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VI) Learning Experiences 

The primary goal, which resulted in the completion of a practicum rather than a 

thesis, was to develop skills in the application of knowledge. This practicum was not 

intended to be a research project, nor was it set up to hilfill research critena Evaluative 

cuncerns, therefore, will be related to the initial objectives and will be discussed within 

the leaming framework 

Personal objectives were met by placement within the environment of the 

Winnipeg Children's Program at the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD), 

contact with child clients in a group, contact with their parents, discussions with the on- 

site social work counselling staff and their supervisor, Aune-Marie Davis, and M e r  

readings that added to the existing literature review. 

The objectives were also met by on-going weekly supervision provided through 

clinical consultations. In addition, M e r  readings in group process and practice 

assisted in meeting stated objectives. 

The following discussion of the practicüm will consist of: a personal reflection 

on the practicum experience; the goals of the learning; comments about whether or not 

originally-set goals were met; and serendipitous findings. 

ï h e  practicum experience was not only overwhelmingly positive, but it provided 

a deeper understanding of issues inherent within the population of siblings of children 

with continuing care needs. 
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GoaIs of- 

The opportunity to implement the Sibcircle group met stated goals in that it 

allowed the M e r  development of practical skills in assessrnent, program development 

and implementation, and in the delivery of a group play therapeutic intervention in a 

c hild therapy environment. 

Cons' . - . . istencv wth O m l v  Set G o w d  Obrective~ - 

The children in the group confïrmed anticipated outcomes - most irnportantly 

that the Sibcircle intervention is an effective method for addressing and responding to 

the needs and concems of these siblings. It is critical that these children meet the 

developmental milestones which will M e r  enable them to get on with the business of 

growing up, unhùidered. Group play therapy is one therapeutic tool with the capacity to 

assist children and families to draw upon strengths and accomplish this. 

The researcher's objectives for this project were: to increase knowledge in the 

area of conducting a support group play therapy intervention with siblings of children 

with special needs; to leam more about the psychosocial needs of siblings of children 

with CCN based on the premise and acceptance of current research that these needs are 

less adequately met than the needs of other family members, such as the special sibling; 

to gain an awareness of the factors that put these children at higher risk throughout the 

developmentai life cycle; and to m e r  develop the researcher's clinical skills in 

working with children. 
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The ciinical supervision and guidance provided by the academic adviser, 

cornmittee memben and CO-leader were critical to the practicurn's success. The weekly 

meetings with Dr. Laura Taylor, Ms. Clare MC A rten and Mr. Ken Jones provided 

constant feedback at regular, short-terni intervals which kept the practicum on track, and 

maintained momentum throughout the duration of this practicum project- 

Regularly reviewïng the weeWy data aaalysis records with the pfacficum mentors 

served to reinforce confidence in clinical skills. These regular reviews also confirmed 

the appropnateness of the approach outlined in the manual specifically developed for the 

Sibcircle intervention. This process facilitated an accelerated rate of learning, and an 

ability to return to the next session with a greater understanding and keener insight into 

the processes and issues around becoming a ciinician. 

This model, with eight weekly sessions, allowed for enough t h e  to cover the 

content, and to allow the group to evolve. The group met many needs and concems of 

these siblings of children with continuing care needs. Feedback obtained from the 

parents indicated the importance of offenng a Sibcircle group, and an infonnal gathering 

place for parents to chat, sit quietly and relax. A parent group is a way of promoting 

awareness of shared issues and challenges their children are experiencing. 

A serendipitous finding was that, while the parents indicated a clear reluctance or 

inability to commit the time to a forma1 parent support group, a self-help collectivity did 

establish itself. Setting aside a cornfortable area for parents who wished to wait while 
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their children attended group facilitated this voluntary, informal support system, while 

not making it mandatory and adding to family stresses. 

A second serendipitous hding was that the one-on-one tirne between the parent 

and Sibcircle participant was increased due to the time spent driving to and fiom the 

intervention. It provided a space of time in busy lives that were 'just for Momi'Dad and 

me'. This may have contributed to the zero drop out rate and to the enthusiasm 

expressed by both parents and children. 

The most obvious practicum limitation is that the intervention was latency-aged 

specific. Because of this, themes will shifi, depending upon the developmental stage and 

maturity of the group members. Another age-related issue is that this intervention 

involved both boys and girls. This may not be workable with older age groups. For this 

group of children, family stress is an ongoing reality. Therefore, more than eight 

sessions would have become an onerous addition to the nurnerous other commitrnents 

these families have in responding to their family member's continuhg care needs. 

Another possible limitation is that, because of scarce resources already ailocated 

to existing programming, the addition of this type of group intervention may be viewed 

as a luxury. 

Interestingly, while SMD is an organization facing issues around resource 

allocation, it is planning to run another session of Sibcircle in the Fa11 of L 999. This 
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strongly suggests that the organization views the benefits to clearly outweigh the CO- of 

offering this type of support to families on the agency's caseload. 
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VI9 Recommendations & Conclusions 

A humanistically-onented group play therapeutic intervention is family-onented 

and addresses the emotional impact of the stressors related to the CCN child on her or 

his siblings. This approach respects the family as a system and appreciates the need for 

psychosoc i d  intervention with individuai family members. A famil y systems 

perspective is very important in planning mental health interventions for siblings of 

children with CCN. A family oriented view to comprehensive care recognizes the 

potential of preventative interventions for improving the quality of family life through 

drawing upon farnily strengths and enhancing coping and stress management techniques. 

This approach provides long-terni benefits for the CCN child, hisher siblings and 

parents. 

Jhowled~e of Child D e v e l o w  

It is paramount that the group leader/facilitator have a good working knowledge of 

child development, and the issues that accompany each developmental stage. This 

knowledge is necessary for understanding the child's actions, reactions and to be able to 

communicate in an effective way with the child. It is dso  essential that the facilitator 

have an empathy and respect for child clients. A child-centred humanistic approach is 

complementary to the Sibcircle intervention. 
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fiowledpe of Gram 

Along with a knowledge of child development, the facilitator should possess a 

knowledge of group processes. This is essential in order for the leader to structure the 

sessions effectively, to facilitate in a responsive manner as members move through the 

stages of group development, and have the confidence to be flexible with structure and 

contenS when this is to the benefit of the group- 

c 
Another possible recommendation is related to the supplementary measures used 

during the SibcircIe intervention. These measures were usefbl to this practicum, but 

wouid not yield statistically valid analysis, given the small size of the sample. However, 

if this type of intervention was implemented on a larger scale, these m e m e s  could be 

used for statistical analysis, rather than as help hl supplementary measures. 

Conclusi~ns 

Although it has long been recognized that the presence of a CCN child has a 

significant impact on family life, the methods of research and mental health intervention 

have been dominated by a focus on the individual child. The relative absence of family- 

centred perspectives in the psycho-social management of a given condition has many 

undesirable effects. For instance agency care mandates may not N l y  recognize the 

family as a powerful context of socialization and support for the CCN child. 
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The practicum supports the argument that a Sibcircle intervention has a lyeat deal 

to offer clinical social workers working with children whose siblings have contuiuing 

Gare needs. The themes that were unveiled during the Sibcircle expenence supported the 

themes anticipated at the practicum's outset. The themes ranged fiom developmentd 

latency milestones to the expression of feelings and needs related to their siblings. 

Aithough the focus of the Sibcircle intervention war on direct group work w*th 

the chilci., the role of the family, the parents and the siblings were major themes. 

Extemal contextual factors were taken into consideration throughout the writer's 

involvement with group members and their families. Let it be stated that, although a 

supportive intervention is helpful for children, they remain embedded within the family's 

environmental context. However, the goup play therapeutic Sibcircle intervention has 

the capacity to offer supports to chiidren, which, in turn will assist in building the sort of 

resiliency that c m  prevent difficulties in the future. 

Finally, this intervention fits well with social work's focus on building ont0 

existing capabilities and strengths and assisting the family to remain together and 

fiuiction as a unit. 
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The literature reviewed uses a number of different terrns to refer to a population of 
children with continuing crue needs. While the disabiiity literature has been included in 
the literature reviewed - the practicum did not have a central focus on the disability 
cornrnunity per se. The practicum's focus was on the 'Sibcircle' intervention and its 
capacity to help siblings of children with a variety of continuhg care needs. 

The reference to "children with continuing care needs" (CCN) is an umbrella term 
that is intended to encornpass children with a disability, impairment, a chronic illness, or 
any kind of special need. This was felt to be appropriate given the range of special needs 
considered. Nevertheless, it is important to affirm that the language associated with the 
disability movement has been a critical part of public education efforts around 
empowement and independence. The disability community has played an irnpressive 
role in educating the public about the impact of language in defining a population, and în 
tum, responding to them. 

ïhere is considerable disagreement about the politics of temiinology. Definitions 
fiom Lubkin (1 998) and the World Health Organization for the various terms used, 
include: 

1) Chronic illness is defined by Lubkin (1 998) as 'Wie irreversible presence, 
accumulation, or latency of irnpairments or disease states that involve the 
total human environment for supportive care and self-care, maintenance of 
function, and prevention of M e r  disability." 

2) Disability is defined by the World Health Organization (1980) as " any 
restriction or lack (resulting fiom an impairment) of an ability to perfon 
an activity in the manner, or within the range considered normal for a 
human being." 

3) Impaimenf is defined by the World Heaith OrganiLation (1980) as "any loss or 
abnormality of psychological, physical, or anatomical structure or fhction." 
The reader is referred to Lubkin (1 998) for M e r  discussion of this topic. 

2 Many of the garnes and activities utilized in the Sibcircle Sessions are traditional 
games that have been passed down fiom generation to generation within families and/or 
communities. Therefore, their exact origin is unhown. For example, one of the songs 
was contributed by a Sibcircle member and had been learned within her family. When 
approached, they were uaable to provide an original source. Therefore, unless 
specifically referenced, the games are traditional in nature, and like folklore, their exact 
ongins are unknown. 
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Appendix A 
A Chart of the Latency-Aged Child 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LATENCY ACED CHILD 

Developmental Domains School Aged 6-12 years 

&y&& Development of body structure 
motor activity - gros & fine 
sensory development - coordination & 
perception central nervous system 

sîeady growîh 
practices and refines complex 
gmss, fine and perceptual motor 
skills 

w i t i v e :  thinking, perception, memory, 
reasoning, problem soIving 
~ w w a g e  

concrete operational thinkùig 
thinking: logicai & rational 
perspective taking 

Social: 1 st Task - Attachment 
relationship with adults & peers 
social roles, group vdues/morais 

development of peer group 
adopts age-appropriate sociai 
roles (gender specific) 
d e s  - behaviour & relationships 

motional : personal identity, seIf-esteern, 
ability to enter into reciprocai emotional 
relationships. 

- 

industrious, purposeful, goal- 
directed 
introspective 
activities - self-esteem 

surce: Schickendanz, Hansen & Forsyth. ( 1990). 
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Appendix B 
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 

Level5 Self- 

Safety, Security Needs 

Level 1 PhysicaI Needs 
(Food, Shelter, Clothing) 

In order for the group member to move fomard, shehe must not be blocked by fear, lack 
o f  love, feelings of belonging or low self-esteem. The child is not problem-fiee, but 
rather has lemed pro blem solving skills and can move forward to becorne al1 he/she can 
be. 
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Appendu C 
Introductory Lctter to Supewiso y and Counselhg Staff 

MEMO 
DATE: September 4,1998 

TO: Winnipeg Children's Program Counsellois/Supervisory Staff 

RE: Sibling Support Group: Januaay- March 1999 

Heilo. 1 would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to you, My name is Laura 

Lysenko and 1 am a graduate student in Ciinical Social Work. 1 will be fulfilling the dinical 

component of my practicum at SMD. 

C hronic childhood illness has an effect on al1 family members including siblings of the afEected 

chiid. The Iimited research done over the I a s t  30 years has identified an increased risk within this 

population (siblings) for experiencing potentially severe psychosocial, emotional, behavioural and 

psychiatrie dificulties. Well children who are living with a sibling's chronic illness are at risk for 

adjustment and developmental dificulties that can fiirther impact on their families' ability to cope 

with the situation. 

In addition, siblings must cope with the symptomatic behaviours of their brother or sister. The 

demands of the chronically il1 chiid cause family and individual disruptions. Common family 

stresses may include strained family relationships, financial di fficulties, impaired ph ysical and 

mental health, stigma, and overall household disruptions. The kind of adaptation the family 

achieves will affect the siblings and the parents' personal and social development. 

Intervention on behalf of the well siblings can maximize the positive cf5ect of living wiîh an il1 

chi Id, while miniminng the negative effects that disrupt family equilibrium. 

A play focused therapy group can be used to support siblings by providing information, 

addressing feelings, offering Uisight and facilitating coping strategies. 
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As a eng point, 1 have hypothetically targeted the 7-9 year old age group- Developmentally, 

this age group faces complex social and emotional growth. A survey of the current patient 

population will indicate wtiether this wiIl be a large enough group of participants. 

Tentative plans for the group are as follows: 

Group Facilitators: Laura Lysenko 

Ken Jones 

Cornposition: Siblings only 

- Co-ed 

- Ages 7-9 

Format: Closed Group 

Place: Society for Manitobans with Disabilities 

Winnipeg Children's Program 

Starîing Date: January - March, 1999 

Dura tion : 13 weeks 

Participant Cnteria: 1) One sibling per household 

2) Preference for siblings of children who 

have a course of illness that is a) 

episodic or 2) progressive, in nature. 
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Appendu D 
Informational Letter of October 1,1998 to 
Supervisor of Winnipeg Childrens Program 

October 1,1998 

Ms. Anne Marie Davis, Supervisor 
Winnipeg Children's Program 
Society for Manitobans with Disabilities 
825 Sherbrook Street 
Winnipeg MB 

Dear Anne Marie: 

Please fuid attached, a draft idormational package for the proposed 'Sibcircle'. 

Included is an informational brochure, and information oriented to kids, parents and 
other adults. and Children's Program counsellors. The materials enclosed are in draft at 
this time and will be developed more fully during the practicum. 

It would be my intention to include the Wly developed resources as part of the fmal 
practicum report. They couid then become a resource for future use by SMD, should 
you wish to offer sibling support groups on an ongoing basis. 

Looking forward to your comments. 

Sincerely, 

Lam Lysenko 



Appendix E 
Session Agenda 

Openings - to catch the group's attention and establish a purpose for doing the session. 

Pre-discussion/Ice Breakers - to give a stnictured but non-threatening way for group 
members to interact with each other, get to know each other and set a tone of fiin and 
safety. 

Endings - are designed to provide a synthesis of what has happened in the session and to 
make each member feel good about hedhis participation and individual contributions. 

Openings 

Working 

Endings 

Say hello 
Review the Rules 
ReIaxation Tirne 
Review last sasion 

discussion urne 

Sûucmrcd Activity 

Frec Play Time 
Snack Timc 
Pocm, son& praycr 
Say Good-byt 

25 minutes 

25 minutes 

25 minutes 

D t s c r i p n  - - 

the Ieader conveys personal 
recognition of each child as an 
important group member 
sas the tone for the group 
hdps focus attention 
cnhances Icaming 
cnhances body awarcness 

leader leads in discussion of situations 
relevant to kibs in group 

note: good timc to do dirtct training in 
problcm solving 

the leader engages the group in an 
activity that dircctly relates to 
subskills or issues highlightcd during 
the discussion [andior is a tension 
rclasc]. (e.g. kids r a d  story about a 
fnendly ghost and then discuss things 
thty wcre afraid of and ways of  
conquering thtir fcars; or during 
activity, kids rnake finger puppet 
ghom and "scare" one another. 

allows the group leader to observe 
carryover, and kids to practice their 
ncwly learned ski1 1s 
provides opportunity IO stirnulate 
communication and socialization 
SkiIlS. 

m a spccific closing activity pu& 
boundarïcs amund the group 
acpcricncc. 

Note: Squcnfc of activity for sessions is important because some childm's skills appear 
quite hicrarchical. This format, rlthough mcnued, will bc uscd in a flexible fashion, 
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Appendix F 
Mailout Letter to Parents 

November, 1998 

Dear 

Hello, my name is Laura Lysenko and I am with the Department of Social 
Work at the University of Manitoba. I am conducting a project about siblings 
of children with disabilities and continuing care needs for my Master's 
degree, 

Please find the enclosed brochure,"Sibcircle". If you are interested in having 
your child participate in this supportive play group and/or would like more 
information, please do not hesitate to  telephone "Sibcircle" at the Society for 
Manitobans with Disabilities, Winnipeg Childrenes Program ( 1 -204-786-560 1 , 
extension 224). 

I look forward to  hearing from you. 

Sincerel y 

Laura Lysenko 



Who? 

'd 4) Jaiuay  F e k w y  
al u 1P99on Wekicoday 
a 
d o  P Evcnings6:30-0:Wp.in. 

b r l  

"> W h m ?  
The Society for 
Mad*1\3 ~ I t h  MraMllties 
828 Sb- Stnct 

What is the Centre of  
~ttention Sibci~lt? 
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Appendu H 
Informed Consent Form 

I am conducting a study to find out how having a special needs sibling afFects the other 

children in the family. 

1 would Like to speak tu you end and administet some brief 

questionnaires to you. in using the information that your decide to give me, I will not 

identify you. Al1 information will be kept entirely confidentid. 1 will observe your 

privacy right. While the Sibcircle group leader, L a m  Lysenko, may be videotaped 

during the sessions, this will only be for providing feedback for teaching and supe~sory 

purposes. 

Interviewer Date 

1 understand the purpose of this study and know that my pnvacy and that of my child 

will be respected by the interviewer. I also understand that 1 will be sent a letter 

describing the outcome of the study once it is finished. 

Parent's Signature Date 
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Appendix 1 

Informational Material for Cbildren 

A Word to the C m  

We have a fnend, Terry, who is eight years old. Terry is a lot like other elementary 

school kids. He plays soccer and amputer garnes with his friends. Sometimes they stay 

out after school and play on the structure or play marbles. But there's somethiag Terry 

doesn't tak about with his &ends; his sister Kayla. Kayla is six. She is deaf and has 

spastic cerebd palsy. Some days Tmy would like to teil his fiiends how angry he is at 

Kayla for her problerns. Other days he'd like to tell them how proud his of Kayla when 

she is happy. 

But Terry doesn't talk about Kayla to his &ends. They woddn't really understand. 

There are thousand of kids like Teny who have brothers and sisters with a disability. 

But Terry is luckier than moa of them. He has a place where he can go and talk about 

Kayla with other kids who do understand. Every week, Terry attends a "Sibcircle", 

which is a club just for brothers and sisten of kids with special needs. Terry likes 

Sibcircles, because they are designed to be fun. They are definitely not like school, but 

the kids Ieam neat things during a sibcircle. 

Along with leaining new games and other activities, Terry and the other kids have a 

chance to play and talk. They taik about the gwd and not-so-good parts of having a sib 

with special needs. Sometimes they offer each other advice. Sometimes 

they laugh, knowing that what has happened to them has happened to othen, too. They 

talk about things that maybe they can't tell their parents - like what to do when your 
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classrnates say mean things about people with speciai needs. Or how to teII your parents 

that you wouid like to spend some special time with just them. 

Teny has made two fnends at the Sibcircle - Sarah and Daniel. While they don't live 

in the same neighbourhwd, they always look forward to seeing each other at Sibcircle. 

Terry doesn't feel quite so lonely with his feelings anymore. 

It would be great if kick everywhere could talk to other siblings who understand. 

Brothers and sisten should know other kids who might have some mixed-up feelings 

about their sibs with disabiiities. They shouid be able to get auswen to their questions 

about disabilities and about the way that people with disabilities are helped. 

- 
Adapted fiom Meyer & Vadasy 1996 



Appendix I (Cont'd) 
Informational Material for Parents 

A Word to P m  .ndther Crown-Um 

"Why did it happen?" 

"Will he have to Wear diapers al1 his life?" 

"Will she be able to take care of herseIf?" 

When we listen to brothers and sisters long enough, we learn that they have questions 

about their siblings. This shouldn't be surprising - after ail, parents of children with an 

ongoing disability have many questions about the cause and treatment of a child's 

disability. Why shouldn't brothers and sisters? 

Brothers and sisters have a life-long need for information regarding their siblings' 

special needs. Latency-aged children need information to understand their siblings' 

needs and to satisQ their own curiosity. They also need information that allows them to 

explain the disability to classrnates and fnends who will surely ask, "what's the matter 

with your brother or sister". 

At the sibcircle, we will ûy to provide siblings with information that they would And 

helpful. (We) can offer siblings the solace that goes with knowing that there are other 

brothers and sisters who have rnixed feelings about their sibs with ongoing care needs. 

When we f h t  met with siblings and asked them to teii us what caused their brother's 

or sister's disability, we fond that they often had basic questions and mis- 

understandings Here are some things the siblings said: 

"1 don't know what c a d  it." 
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"It was too much excitement," 

Siblings aiso shared with us difficulties they experienced as a mult of having a 

brother or sister with a disability. 

"Fnends make fùn of him." 

"Sometimes 1 cry and 1 don't know why 1 do." 

"Ifkids make fun of her, 1 tell them to stop, but they don? Esten. 1 want to p o n d  

hem." 

"Kids at school tease me. They say that because Brian has a disability, 1 must have 

one too." 

"My m u .  and dad spend a lot more time with hirn than with me. 

Adapted h m  Meyer & Vadasy 1996 
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Appendix J 
Speedometer 

Speedometer test-retest reliability evidence suggests a variable which is a state and not a 
trait, with correlations ranging fiom -50 to .64 and averaging -57. The Speedometer has 
a good concurrent validity, conelating wiih the profile of mood scale. It has evidence of 
known-groups validity (Test Corporation of Amenca, 1992; adapted fiom Tuckman, 
1996). 

. - 

. . 
90 Z 

Wll Uad Hot 
Inside O - 100 

The degrme d the t q a t  ntensity is represented by numbers and 
colors. 

Anchors: (consists of f-lings the dient exprienœs on the $cale as defined 
by the individual child) 

It ir possible to oompute an average mting a m 8  fwgets for that 
client. 
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Appendix K 
"How 1 Feel Right Now" (Moodfïension Thermometer) 

Normative data are not available for the Mood Themorneter. Test-retest reliability 
evidence suggests a variable which is a state and not a trait, with correlations ranging 
fiom -50 to -64 and averaging -57. In terms of validity, MT has a good concurrent 
vaiidity, correlating with the profile of mood scale. It has evidence of known-group 
validity (T nan, 1 

100 

Even 



Appendix L 
Family Functioning Index (adapted from Davis & Gettinger, 1995) 

Family Functioning Questionnaire 

B. On the weskends: 

Ir your hurbund/pritn« abie to m d  8 lot d 
fime with the driidm In the wening? - - ysr 8 o ~ m s r  no 
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Family Functioning Index (cont'd) 

In every family, aomeone ha) to docido m u d ,  things r wh.n th. frrnily will live and so 
on. Many caigles tilk abwt tueh thinp mtt, the frmily fimt. but me final decision oR.n 
has to k made by the himbrndiparîner or me W. W&ow are riturtions y0u hiva no! 
deided on meantiy, kow would Mly k dmddod on rhould they oawr. (W* in the 
numbw eornrpondlng O your thdo). 

Who urually mrkor the find dsekiori about Mat  Wnd of cor to e t ?  - 

About whrt house ~r rpiftmont t~ bike? - 
About what job yout hwbmd ahoufd take? - 
About whether or tiot you mhould go b woilr, or qult wwlt? - 
About how muth your family a n  Mord to $pend pot nnrk on food? - 
About whot doctor ta han whon wmne k SM? - 
About when to go on vicrüons? 

Thinking of marriaga in 00nonl, which one of these five thingr would you m y  is the most 
valuable part uf rrurriiga? (Write in the humber mrnspondIng to your cboice, usine 
eich numbsr only ma.) 

t = The chance ia hava childm 
2 = The atmdard of Rving - the kind of houra. dothoa, u r  end so forai 
3 Tha min'm undentandlnqs O? thr wtfo'i pmôtms and feelings 
4 Tha mrn'r wms~iori  of lova and rfhction for ttie wffe 
5 Compinionship in doing tkingm îmgethr wfü! the husbandlpar(mr. 

a: the mort uilurbk gmrt of miniage - 
b : the MX? mort vmlurbie - 
c: the third mort vrlumbte - 
d : the fourth mort wlur ble: - 
e: uw m mort wuabfa: - 
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Family Functioning Index (cont'd) 

13. Would you s y th& comparmd 0 moit famir i  
you knaw, you bol k r  d#e 0 r e h  &of. - 

Lm8 Clos. sime Ciorer about the same or cl~wr #an ot)wr frmilim do? 

1 = ptetîy dinppoinw. I'm ndly mMng out on th81 
2=kwould beniœm hummon. 
3 Ks il! MM I g u r i  - I w Y  cornpliin. 
4 - quii. rrtirlird - i'm lucky the wry it &. 
5 - enthu8iaWc - i! =#nt be Wbr.  

m. How do you bel about ywr ctrndrrd d Mng, tk. kind of houw. 
clothes, car and r o  ibcth? 

b. How do you fael about tha undemtanding you got of your 
probkms or feefingl'r 

c. How do you Ml about the lova and afbeüon you receive? - 
d. How do you Ikl about the wmpinionrhip d doing tbings 

m- 

15. Wnen your husbandlpart~t wnœ homa fmm work, how oftan dcmr he talk about Viings 
that happewâ thore? 
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Appendix M 
Amount of Time Spent with Child with Continuiag Care Needs 

AMOUNT OF n M E  ~PENT wmn  CH^ wnn comnuiwo GARE NEEOS 

1. Can (special neeûr child) engage In the followhrg 8d'Nities rlone? 

2. What treatment promduns do you (both mother and m e r )  engage in daily with 

(speciai n e d r  child)? 

Ci& 

3. H3w much time do these activities require on a daily basis by each of you? 

Mother: 

F ather: 

4. How much time do you rpend daily in mer then treatment adivities WiVI (specia 

needs child)? 

5. What do y a i  do together? 
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Amount of Time Spent with Child with Continuhg Cire Needs 

6- What types of things do you do with the other children in your funily? 

6- Do you ewr feel that you do not rpmd rutiicient tkne with your othrr chikiren? 





Appendir O 
ATSCN Bir  Gmph 

W number of 
houm rpent 
per day wlth 
CNN chiid 

mean = 6.2 
hou- per day 

child thlld chlld chiid chlld 
1 2 3 4 8 




